
Twenty or so years ago I was getting overwhelmed by opening another new practice in a new

city. I remember vividly Jodi Dinnerman's enthusiastic squeal followed by, "Can I help? I love

setting up other people's practices as much as I love adjusting babies." That says so much

about Jodi because she really, really loves adjusting babies. 

With her second book, a follow-up to her fabulous "Staffless, Front Desk Solutions for Solo-

Practitioners," she is now helping thousands of wellness practitioners step by step in opening

the practice of their dreams. 

In this book, Jodi asks questions that we may not have even known were important. I love

people who dedicate their lives to what they love. Stop wasting your time and resources. This

book is gold. Let Jodi help you, too.

Dr. Amy Burke

Doctor of Chiropractic Venezia

One of the most challenging thoughts when considering growing your practice is how you will

reach people. The idea of marketing and reaching out in your community can be

overwhelming. Dr. Jodi shares her heart on how to attract and serve new clients. 

Her desire to help other chiropractors and providers attract their clients from a position of

integrity speaks to her positive light and desire to serve others this message of innate healing!

Dr. Lona Cook

Author of Reclamation: The Evolution of a Hot Mess

Marketing is a requirement for growing a successful practice, but it's not usually something we

really want to do. In this book, Dr. Jodi helps you take the yuck-factor out of marketing and

shows you how to actually make growing your practice joyful!

Dr. Danielle Eaton

Business Growth Strategist

People are talking.
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In this book you will discover Dr. Jodi's blueprint to market any business using the principles of

finding out what brings you joy, and how to share that joy in an extremely congruent way. You

will gain a wealth of insight and knowledge, which will help you grow your practice and bring

in an abundance of ideal clients who are looking for the services that you are offering, all with

the least amount of stress possible.

Dr. Wayne Rebarber 

Family Chiropractor

Love what you do…and all else will follow! A great mantra - yes. Yet then the real question is

‘How’ to do this and create this in your life and business.

It’s the esoteric concepts in the personal growth and development field that trip so many

people up. In the right headspace and heart space it’s easy. Yet with the reality of learning to

run a business, besides deliver a service, we get tripped up. 

Dr. Jodi herself embodies this mantra of loving what she does…and she’s spent her career

learning the ‘how’ -- Learning how to build the systems in the office and behind the scenes to

support her daily ability to focus on the patients and to be in that joyful place of being truly

present with people in a healing environment. This is the magic! This is where the healing

happens. It is where the referrals come from, and it also then, with the right systems, where you

build the business.

Jodi pours her energy and skills into creating this book as a resource -- a resource for you to

learn and grow and a resource for you to become more joyful…in all that you do!

Dr. Janice Hughes

Business Coach | Executive Coach

Pure heart and soul -- that's what I have to say about Jodi Dinnerman.  She is all about service

and for those who want to run a pure and simple staffless office, her resources are top notch.

There is brilliance in these pages.

Dr. Daniel Knowles

Mile High Movement Founder

 DR. JODI DINNERMAN



ALSO BY DR. JODI DINNERMAN

 
STAFFLESS: Front Desk Solutions For Solo-Practitioners

 

The Staffless Practice Academy - an online finishing school focused on practice building and

joy-filled automation, for wellness practitioners with little to no staff.

 

Visit www.drjodidinnerman.com.
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Dedication.
I owe all of the creative content, commitment to excellence, and drive to do better and be better to the

powerful family of Chiropractors I have the life-long honor and privilege of being part of.

I thank my practice members for providing such a joy-filled playground, where healing and laughing and growing

meet on common ground.

I thank my husband, Jim, my rock, for listening and contemplating, and reserving the right to. 

I thank my son, Quinn, for demanding joy. 

I thank my son, Kai, for demanding thought and truth. 

I thank my friends for a web made of steel. 

I thank my mom for emulating dedication to trying.

I thank my brother, Josh, for belly laughs. 

I thank my best friend, Maria, for lighting my path. 

I thank my support, Marj, for teaching me that we can.

Om. Shanti. Om.
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Any one. And you chose mine. Because you are ready to receive what I am offering... Or just curious... or both.

It's all good, and there is great stuff comin' your way. 

The truth is, there's never been a better time in the history of our lives to give great care. People need great

care yesterday, and most of the time all we need to do is get out of our own way to give it to them. This

whole service thing is not about you, your plan, and your agenda — it's about them and their plan, and their

agenda. 

Your people, your town, your community, your city, your state, your tribe, your world NEED you to be the best

version of you possible, so that when your hands are on them or your energy is on them or your attention is

on them — you're giving the very best service possible. That way, when they leave your office, they'll

remember their experience with you, knowing that they are that much better, that much clearer, that much

stronger, and that much healthier. At that point they'll be ready to create more good in the world, more truth

in the world, more justice in the world. Perhaps they can develop more innately driven actions to heal this

crazed time in which we find ourselves.

The work that this book entails is not easy. It's not for the weak, or the practitioner who wants things done

for them. It's for the people who want to pull up their big girl pants (or big boy pants) and finally create some

change — because you get its imperative nature. 

I invite you to take this journey with me, a journey of living and being your BEST self and creating your best

practice. I encourage you to meet your obstacles with passionate persistence, to truly push through each

barrier that is keeping you from realizing success. 

You're capable of everything good, and you have the ultimate platform to serve, and be served, a wellness

practice. You have the opportunity to serve as a channel of Spirit, a fulcrum of support and encouragement, to

instigate real-deal healing to the people of your community.

The best version of you is waiting. Dive in, as deep as possible, and let all distractions and excuses fall to the

side. 

You could have chosen any book...
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Make an agreement with yourself — envision yourself in ultimate success. Anything that gets in the way of

your vision is a distraction. See the distractions for what they are. Become comfortable with saying "no, not

now" to them. 

You will get lost. It is part of the journey. Know that getting lost encourages wonder, and when we wonder, we

grow. When we wonder, we push the boundaries of our comfort beyond what we know, to new truths and new

horizons. 

When we wonder we think outside the box that is holding us in. 

You're the only copy of you. You're the original, and that makes you sacred. Nobody can duplicate your

excellence and your grace. Nobody can say it the way that you say it, or mean it the way that you mean it, or

serve it the way that you serve it. THAT makes YOU necessary. THAT makes YOU special. 

So in the moments you feel lost and start to wonder, find these words: 

That's enough to carry you through each moment of confusion and wonder. THAT is enough to carry you to

the next table, to the next client, the next celebration, to the next service, to the next appointment, the next

phone call, to the next bill, to the next whatever it is that you have on your plate, waiting for you to move your

practice forward.

You do you. Push your boundaries as far as you can. Sometimes all that you need is the permission to be

great. Consider these words your permission. 

You have the ultimate freedom to reach greatness. You have a clear passage to obtain excellence. You have all

of the gifts you need inside of your heart and your hands, as part of your being — to serve the people who

come to you. If they choose you it's because you are the right person for them. You are good enough and

strong enough for them. Nothing else is real. 

They choose you because you are their teacher. They choose you because you're next in line to help them push

their boundaries. 

There's only one version of you - only one copy - just be you - just do you.
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And the baton is passed. And the world goes round. So chin up, Buttercup. Get up, suit up, and show up. Act AS

IF for as long as you need to, until it feels real. Sometimes it feels real immediately, sometimes it can take

years. All you need to focus on is one foot in front of the next, and when you get lost — remember to just be

yourself.

You could have chosen any book, and you chose mine. These concepts are within reach, and they are for you to

copy/paste/implement. They will get you to where you need to go to reach the people, to do the work, and to

create the change. 

Find the things that initiate spit-flying passion for you, and make them part of your daily routine. Grab them,

Embrace them. Wear them through this journey of life like your new skin. 

There will be days that you don't want to. There will be days when you want to hide and stay and protect, and

that is okay. It is ALL okay. 

Here's the deal. As I type these words, I look back on the past couple of decades of serving hundreds of

thousands of chiropractic adjustments, and I can't believe how fast it has gone, yet it also feels as if I haven't

even begun because there are so many more people to reach. Your reach will be 20 years later, before you

know it. Make the best out of it. I only wish, that 20+ years ago, someone would have given me this book. That

THIS is the book I could have chosen, but, here I am, writing it for you. So it really is all good.

Lean in, Beautiful Being. Lean into your best life. 

Loving you from here,
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Joy-Filled Lingo

Marketing Foundations 
The major platform pieces
of my practice that make
me strong and make my

practice grow.

Celebrations 
The parties and events I hold
for my people to make it easy

for them to refer to the
practice, often while raising

money for a charity I believe in.

Celebration  Kit
All of the tools I need to
prepare and bring to each

celebration.

Resources 
The everyday tools and

systems I lean on to make
my marketing efforts
really effective and

simplified.

Marketing Habits 
Day-to-day systems I
create and implement to

ensure that my practice is
growing and my people are

happy.

The Practice Planner 
Dr. Jodi's example of one

year of marketing with all of
the habits and celebrations
weaved in. I can use it, or

make my own.

PALs 
The people and businesses
in my community who are
also serving my Perfect
Practice Members, who I

need to develop supportive
relationships with.

Perfect Practice Member
The people who I love to
serve, who get what I do
and are ready for my care.

Four Part Marketing Plan
 The plan of action I am going
to create from this book and

implement to grow my
practice, all with fun and joy.

The Resource Kit
An editable version of the
flyers and forms in this
book, waiting for me to

download and personalize.

The Workbook
A pen-to-paper inspired,
year-long marketing plan

guide.
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I often run into fans who pull my first book out of their bag; STAFFLESS: FRONT DESK
SOLUTIONS FOR SOLO-PRACTITIONERS — and show me all of the markings and highlighting

they have made, sharing their appreciation for me and my time. Listen — nothing makes us

authors happier than to see our books well-loved. 

So go for it. Go grab a red pen and highlighter. There is a lot coming at you in this book. Put

your gear in drive, and put your seat belt on! 

The Joy-Filled Practice Plan is divvied up into four parts — foundations, habits, resources, and

celebrations. Foundations are the building blocks from which your plan develops. Habits are

the systems and procedures you practice on a regular basis to grow your plan. Resources are

the tools that will support your plan. Finally, celebrations are the parties and events you offer

to and for your community to realize your plan. See the next page for a breakdown of how

each Joy-Filled Practice Plan offering is categorized.

When you see words in BOLD and italics, it means they are terms detailed in other sections of

this book. Go back to the Contents Section for quick reference. 

We have more for you. There are editable versions of MOST of our flyers and forms available at

www.joyfilledpractice.com. 

Enjoy the journey. After all, the journey is where the joy lives. 

How to use this book.
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Joy-Filled Practice Plan
CATEGORIES

The celebrations and habits of the Joy-Filled Practice Plan are further categorized, for your

reference, into INSIDE activity vs. OUTSIDE activity. One happens inside of your practice,

supporting your current practice community. The latter happens outside of your practice,

supporting not only the community at large, but also your future clients and community

partnerships. See the following chart to reference which habits and celebrations are inside vs.

outside. Some are in both categories, as they nurture all involved. The bold items are exclusive

to their specific categories.

Inside Habits
 

Get Social

Practice Stats

Weekly Wellness Text Thread

Practice Member of the Month

Recall Initiative

Effort Tracer

Three Boxes

Outside Habits
 

Get Social

Weekly Wellness Text Thread

Effort Tracer

PALs Play

Inside Celebrations
 

Friends and Family Day

Envision It!

With Love...

Wellness Workshop

Kids' Month

Orange You Happy?!

Picture This!

Tag, You're It!

Well Planted

What's In Your Bag, Mama?

Outside Celebrations
 

Company Talks

Envision It!

With Love...

Help the Helpers

Wellness Workshop

Honey 2 Bee Networking

Orange You Happy?!

Tag, You're It!

Well Planted

What's In Your Bag, Mama?

See the Four Part Marketing Map for more on Inside/Outside Habits and Celebrations.
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I take the time to create and nourish a solid foundation for my practice. 

 

My habits are in place.

 My schedule supports my vision.

My finances are in order.

 

I am of abundance and plenty. 

 

I'm prepared to succeed and I'm ready to embrace all that comes my way 

with a deep knowing of what's mine and what's not mine. 

 

My foundation is solid and strong and fully supports me. 

 

I am a Wellness Practitioner.

I practice in joy.

 

Marketing Foundations
THE ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS TO A

PRACTICE GROWTH PLAN
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CORE VALUES

PRACTICE STATEMENT

PERFECT PRACTICE MEMBER

NATURAL PRACTICE GROWTH PROCESS

APPOINTMENT TYPES

FOUR PART MARKETING MAP

FACT SHEET

CREDENTIAL STATEMENT

TAGLINE

WANT MORE

FUNNEL BASEBALL

CREATE YOUR BRAND

PRACTICE ALLIANCE LEADS/LOVES

WEEKLY TOPICS

CONTACT LIST

FUNDRAISING

PEOPLE, PLEASE

MARKETING BUTTERFLY

Foundations are the pieces you can't do without, the pieces that are essential to building a

practice. Some of the foundations in this chapter will resonate with you, some won't. Pick your

lot. Once you pick them, implement them, build from them. Plug them into your daily, weekly,

and monthly plans. 

See www.joyfilledpractice.com for editable versions of the forms included in this chapter. 

The Joy-Filled Practice Plan Workbook is also available for a deeper, pen-to-paper

experience. For more on this topic, visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop,

and group support.  

About Marketing Foundations

Marketing FoundationsIndex
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Choose from the list of words below. What are the key values that motivate your daily

actions and thoughts?  Circle the ones that resonate most with you.

Walk away from the list for 10 minutes or so, come back to it, double-check your choices.

Add any other values you feel connected to that are not already listed and/or circled.

CORE VALUES DISCOVERY
Core Values are the key principles that drive your decision-making. A connection to your core

values is a foundational component of a strong, successful practice. Once you realize the

values that guide you, your decision-making processes for practice success will become that

much easier. 

Follow these steps to realize your core values:

Core Values

Excitement

Creativity

Release

Centeredness

Health

Independence

Clarity

Security

Fun

 

Compassion

Freedom

Organization

Abundance

Connection

Authenticity

Honesty

Power

Strength

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.

More to add? 
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Now that we are clear on our core values we can simply connect our values, with the right

words, and develop our Practice Statement. A Practice Statement (aka Mission Statement) is a

meaningful declaration of who we are, and why we do what we do. 

This statement keeps us connected to what is most important to us — our values. We all need

tools, we all need to stay connected. Things happen in practice, daily, to get distracted by. A

connection to a strong Practice Statement can be extremely instrumental in keeping us on

track and focused while practice building. 

Here are a few simple steps to follow to discover your Practice Statement: 

First:

Write out your core values

Then:

Write a short, clear sentence defining each core value in relation to your practice

 

Then:

Put the pen down, walk away for a bit

Then:

Upon return, reword any sentences that don't quite resonate with you

Then:

Marry your sentences together, in an order that makes sense to you, to form your Practice

Statement

Sample Practice Statement

Through integrity and joy, we serve authentic chiropractic care to the families of our

community; with fair pricing and great service.

Practice Statement
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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If you have a clear idea of who you want to serve, your marketing efforts will be that much

smoother. You can't serve everyone, all of the time. Your schedule just won't permit it. So, best

to focus in on who you really want to serve, who you are really good at serving, trained to

serve, and how to cater to them. 

Let's do it! Write out every single detail about your Perfect Practice Member. Even if it seems

silly, write it. Who they are, where they shop, what they think about, what they love, what they

can’t stand, their colors and words and flavors, their hobbies and healers and merchants. All of

it. The more you write, the clearer the picture becomes. The more you write, the more you get

to know your Perfect Practice Member. 

Once you have a clear picture of your Perfect Practice Member, you will know how to speak to

them, where to find them, how to serve them, how to educate them, etc. Your marketing

efforts will be laser-focused to reach them. Your messaging and writings and sharing will have

more purpose and direction. 

On the next page, fill in 100 qualities, interests, characteristics, passions, etc. of your Perfect

Practice Member. Try (really hard) to not put the pen down until you fill every box. This exercise

will provide detail and direction for the rest of the ideas and concepts of this book.
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Practice Member
PERFECT

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Practice Member
PERFECT

Write out 100 qualities of your Perfect Practice Member

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Your Natural Practice Growth Process (NPGP) is the process that naturally happens just by

having a practice in existence. Over the years, people will get to know you, and your gifts.

Naturally, the growth of your practice will increase. Naturally, people will come to know you as

the person who does X, Y, and Z in your town. Naturally, your reputation will build.

Be clear. Crystal clear. You do THIS. You offer THIS. Then, you are the person to call, see, book

an appointment with for THIS. Then, your NPGP takes off. 

Let's use a Pediatric Chiropractor as an example -- Dr. Dawn. If Dr. Dawn is not clear about

who she serves and what she does, as a Pediatric Chiropractor, her message will be muffled,

and she will have random groups of people referred to her, looking for one thing but receiving

another. Dr. Dawn will go in circles with her efforts in marketing, and burn-out will follow. 

However, if Dr. Dawn effectively communicates her Practice Statement to her community, her

community will know when to refer to her and when her specialty is THE choice for the client in

need.

 

The clearer you are with your vision, the clearer you are with your messaging and branding, the

stronger your NPGP will grow. 

All of the activities included in the Joy-Filled Practice Plan are intended to clarify the who,

what, where, when, and why of your practice vision and mission, in order to support your NPGP. 

 Growth Process

NPGP

Natural Practice
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Now that your marketing plan is well on its way, it's time to hash out your Appointment Types.

The following are some appointments to consider when planning for your practice.

Extended Visit

These are the visits outside of your regular client-care visits. They are special visits to establish

goals, evaluate concerns, create care plans, etc. 

Service for Donation

This is a service that you offer in exchange for a donation to a charity you are fundraising for.

Be compliant; some areas have rules around what you are permitted to do with donations. Be

transparent about the retail value of this service, the details it includes, any deadlines for

participating, etc. This appointment is usually followed by a Next Step Visit.

Next Step Visit

This is the appointment that follows a Service for Donation Visit, as the next step to

becoming a member of your practice. This visit is usually not discounted, and what you offer at

a Next Step Visit is at your discretion.

Initial Consultation

This is your first visit(s) with your new clients. This is your time to evaluate, listen, study them,

connect with them, and determine if you are the right person to serve them. Some practitioners

offer their Initial Consultation in one visit, some in two or three — it really varies per discipline

and what you want to accomplish during these visits.

Re-entry Visit

When your practice members come back to your practice for care, after being away from it for

a specific amount of time, you may want to offer a Re-entry Visit. We often see Re-entry Visits

rise in number with a successful recall program. See Recall Initiative for details.

Re-evaluation

Take the time, regularly, to make sure you are meeting the goals and expectations of the

people you are serving. Study their initial paperwork, intake findings, etc. Make sure they are

progressing and happy with your care.

Exit Visit

Some practitioners like to offer their practice members an extended appointment time to close

out their care. If they have graduated a program, met their goals, etc. this appointment could

be a great way to review and celebrate their accomplishments (and yours). 

Appointment Types
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Inside Celebrations 

The activities you offer in the office to celebrate, educate, and honor your current

practice members, and provide them with the opportunity to share your practice with

friends and family.

Outside Celebrations

The activities you participate in or offer to the community outside of your office — to

grow your reputation and following as a wellness practitioner and community

members.

Inside Habits

The regular processes and systems you keep up with inside the office to keep your

practice successful.

Outside Habits

The regular processes and systems you keep up with outside of the office to ensure

practice growth.

When you want to explore new horizons you need direction, to know where you are going.

What you need is a map!  The Four Part Marketing Map is the perfect map for practice building

success, providing the essential direction for practice growth.

2

3

4

1

Four Part 
Marketing Map

THE FOUR DIRECTIONS OF YOUR MARKETING MAP
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See Intro for a categorized list of Inside/Outside Habits and Celebrations
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Inside
Habits

Outside
Habits

Inside
Celebrations

Outside
Celebrations

STAY BALANCED
When you are new in practice, with not many practice members to host events for, create

systems for, etc., most of your directional focus will be on Outside Celebrations and Outside

Habits.

As your practice grows, you will shift your directional focus to catering more inside the

practice, with Inside Celebrations and Inside Habits. 

If you are still growing, but have a nice, solid foundation — focus your energy somewhere in the

middle. 

If you follow your map, and take the necessary direction for practice growth, chances are you

won't get lost. Create the map, follow the directions, and watch it grow.

Four Part 
Marketing Map
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Fact Sheet

Your practice name 

Your Practice Statement 
Your interests and hobbies

Your website

The best way for people to reach you (if you are staffless, think texting)

Social Media handles

Your Fact Sheet serves as a quick reference to all things YOU! It's fun and personalized and

gives the reader an organized overview of who you are, what your practice is all about, what

makes you unique, your pertinent practice information, fun facts about you, and more.  

Your Fact Sheet will be included in your Goody Bags, Car Kits, and Ready, Set, Go Folders. 

Include on your Fact Sheet: 

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Credential Statement

Any education certificates, degrees, or awards earned

Community acknowledgments

Memberships to state or national organizations

Charity or volunteer work that you have been involved with

Years in practice 

Practice location(s)

A couple of personal facts about yourself 

You may want to include a few facts about your family and pets

A Credential Statement is a list of all of your accomplishments, awards, and recognitions for

your readers to know what your hard work and efforts have resulted in. Credential Statements

are often requested to introduce you to an audience, when referenced on a website, or

discussed in a professional forum. Your Credential Statement is a more formal document than

the Fact Sheet, intended more for professional use. 

Include the following in your Credential Statement: 
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic
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Tagline

 Write out a list of words that describe your work – ex: healing, powerful, creative, gentle

Your tagline will dress your signature with a bit of factual content. Taglines are a short string of

words that follow your name, wherever it is signed, printed, etc. A Tagline provides your

readers with a quick glimpse into who you are and what you're all about. 

Discover your Tagline with these steps: 

1.

   2. Choose three or four of these words that resonate with you

   3. Join these words into a brief sentence to include with your signature

Example: 

WORDS - Healing, fun, chiropractic, exciting, connected

TAGLINE - Healing can be fun with Smith Family Chiropractic

Use your Tagline everywhere! Include it in your email signature, on your website, with your logo,

with your practice title, etc. 

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Want More

Where do you want to send your prospective clients to learn about your services?

What recent writings or posts can you share with your readers, to provide an understanding

of who you serve and how you serve them? 

What groups, pages, and/or clubs do you have to share with them? 

What can you offer them to get to the next step with your offerings? 

Your Want More is the clip you include at the end of your writings, videos, blog posts, video

descriptions, etc. Provide your audience with direction to learn more about your services and

offerings. Use hyperlinks and fun detail. Make it easy for them to navigate to the natural next

step to connect with you and your offerings.

Answer the following questions to discover the content of your Want More:  

Dr. Jodi's Want More

Want More?

1. Grab my ULTIMATE TIME MANAGEMENT Solution!

It's the perfect tool to make sure you're crushing it with scheduling. Not too much, not too little.

You need to know how and when to spend time on what matters most. 

Click HERE. 

2. Join the Staffless Practice community. So good!

It's my new Facebook Community packed with Wellness Practitioners, just like you, looking to

earn more, serve more, and work less! 

Click HERE. 

3. Join SEWP School

If you would like to work with me on doubling your practice without working more or having to

hire staff, just reply to this message and put "SEWP School" in the subject line. (If you are

already a SEWP Student, go to #4!)

4. 1:1 Support

Feel like you need some 1:1 support to drill down on specific practice solutions, how to show up

and unlock the strategies that are waiting for you? Go ahead and book a 1:1 HERE
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Funnel Baseball

1

2

F
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Funnels give you the opportunity to establish trust with future clients (online) so that when they

do make it to your office they already feel a sense of rapport with you. Your funnel will start

simple, and perhaps grow with offers increasing in content/complication. Start with a give-

away; an article, top-ten list, interview, etc. Grow your funnel to a free training, podcast, etc.

End your funnel with an offer to experience your product/program.

Funnel Baseball is a fun way to create a funnel with ease and simplicity. 

The layout of the field: 

First base: the first step of your funnel

Second base: the second step of your funnel

Third base: the last step to bring your client to your main service

Home plate: your clients have arrived and are ready for your care

You are the pitcher

Your future clients are up at-bat

CREATE YOUR FUNNEL
First, we figure out what you are offering your clients, to ensure a home run. The goal with your

offerings is to educate them, show them what you know (not too much) to position yourself as

an expert, while providing valuable information. 

Write out the different stages of your funnel. Start with first base, then second, then

third, and end at home with the result you want to create. You can do this exercise

for each funnel you want to create. 

Plan out each phase then share with a teammate or colleague to review. 

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Create Your Brand
Your brand ensures that your personality and unique ways are splashed all over your online and

printed communications. From the colors you choose, to the fonts that you select — all in effort

to reach through the perspective media source and grab the attention of your audience.

Create a Brand Kit to include your logo, colors, fonts, and graphics. Choose images, colors,

words, etc. that will be used over and over, that you feel will connect your practice resources

with your message. There are many online programs available for creative play with colors and

fonts. Discover the one that works best for you. 

The components of your Brand Kit will include:

Practice Logo

You want your logo sized right, not too big or complicated, just enough to tastefully represent

your practice. Keep it simple, lovely, gentle, inviting, etc. Keep in mind that many print

programs charge per color for the project that you are printing. Keep this in mind while

designing.

Fonts

Create a font theme to work with for all of your marketing pieces. Choose one dressed-up font

for titles and headlines, one bold font for subtitles, and one simple, easy-to-read font for text

body. 

Colors

The colors of your brand should make you smile. You will use color in your logo, titles, images,

exclamations, and more. When you find your colors, capture their Hex Color Codes (special

computer code for colors) and keep them handy for quick matching when working on projects.

Check out the apps that you can add to most computers to match your Hex Color Codes when

creating with color. Do the research on what you need to implement available tools for brand

prevalence. 

INCLUDE IN YOUR KIT:

Fancy font for titles
Bold font for subtitles

easy-to-read font for body

Colors that make you smile
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Practice Alliance Leads/Loves (PALs) are your community leaders, healers, merchants,

practitioners, etc., who are already serving, catering to, and working with your Perfect
Practice Members. These are the people and businesses that you want to create long-lasting

referral relationships with, to support each other's growth efforts. 

Having the right people on your side, cheering for your practice to succeed is key. Be selective.

Align yourself with people in the community who are doing good things, offering great services,

and solid in their approach. 

Discovery of your PALs is quite simple. Start with answering some questions about your Perfect
Practice Members. Your answers will birth an extensive list of your potential PALs.

Your list will naturally continue to grow. You will hear the same names over and over — of

practitioners and businesses in your community who are serving your people. Keep a list of

these names, get their contact information, and reach out to them. Invite them to coffee, a

practice event, etc. 

Your PALs will become your go-to people to grow with, serve the community with, refer to,

support, etc.

 Leads/Loves
Practice Alliance
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Reference PALs Play in Practice Habits for a regular weekly action plan for PALs nurturing.
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Where do your Perfect Practice Members shop? 

What practitioners do they frequent? 

What clubs or organizations are they members of? 

Where do your Perfect Practice Members eat out on date nights? With the family? 

Where do they practice their faith? Meditation? Yoga? 

What groups are their kids' members of? Their spouses? 

PALs DISCOVERY
Discovery of your PALs can be broken down into a two-part process. 

PART 1: answer some questions about your ideal clients

PART 2: write out your top 10 PALs to reach out to

Part 1
Answer these questions - to drum up a list of potential PALs

Part 2
List out ten potential PALs to reach out to based on your answers above.

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

 Leads/Loves
Practice Alliance
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Weekly Topics

Guide your marketing plan themes

Create content focus for live videos, Social Media posts, blog entries, etc. 

Create topics for discussion around the office (add to a waiting room whiteboard) 

Create newsletter themes

What are your Perfect Practice Members wanting to learn more about? 

What are their problems that you could offer solutions to? 

What do they think about? Talk about? 

What would pique their interest to see a post about? A blog entry about? 

A list of weekly topics will provide themes, ideas, and organization for your marketing efforts.

Create an abundant list to lean on for your writing, interviews, texting, posting, etc. so that you

can plan ahead for practice growth!

Start with a few months of weekly topics to accomplish the following: 

Take a few moments to review the details of your Perfect Practice Members (see Perfect
Practice Members). Come up with three months of weekly topics that will peek their interests. 

Here are some questions to ask when creating your weekly topics list: 

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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If you are in a busy meeting and you want to collect someone's number, hand them your

phone, have them dial their number on it

Offer freebies on Social Media in exchange for contact information

Place a pop-up form filler on your website to collect contact information in exchange for a

fun freebie

Collect business cards at events — challenge yourself to collect a certain amount by the

end of the event, add the contacts to your Contact List

Your Contact List will be one of the greatest commodities of your practice. All of the people

you connect with through all of your marketing efforts should be added to it. Collect the

relevant information to keep up with them — keeping them informed about practice

celebrations, milestones, practice changes, etc. Send them juicy content regularly. All of your

marketing celebrations, meetings, and Social Media efforts are opportunities to grow your list. 

Keep these pointers in mind when growing your list: 

Always get permission before adding somebody to any of your lists (most of the current

programs send a request for permission to add them). Contact information is a gift, don't take

advantage of it, share it without permission or contact too often.

You will see that most of the celebration Weekly Lists include adding to your Contact List once

your event is over.

Weekly Wellness Text Thread, blogs, newsletters, and practice celebration announcements

are a few examples of when you will put your Contact List to use.
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Contact List

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Fundraising

Does your Perfect Practice Member feel passionate about this specific charity, too? 
Does the charity's mission align with your Practice Statement? 

Does the charity have a local chapter with members and volunteers able to get involved

with your efforts in the community?

Does the charity hold a raffle license? When you are offering celebrations that include a

raffle, can you use their license to stay compliant (if needed)?

Is the charity willing to help you get the word out about your celebrations? How much help

are they willing to offer?  
How active is the local chapter of your charity? Is it a chapter that gets together regularly

and offers community events, or is it a chapter that has gone stale? 

Have you studied the reputation of the local chapter? What do people say about it? 

Does the local chapter have a strong Social Media presence? 

There will be many opportunities for fundraising as your marketing plans develop. Fundraising

for a local charity is a great way to showcase your practice as a generous community business

while doing good for an organization you believe in. 

Pick a Favorite

It's great to have a few local charities to fundraise for, but it is suggested to have a favorite.

As you develop a relationship with a favorite, you will get to know their team and how to work

best with them, and they will get to know you and the gifts you offer. Choose a charity that

your Perfect Practice Members want to support, as you are going to be connecting them

frequently. Consider selecting a favorite charity that has team members willing to attend your

celebrations and help out. You may even find a charity that will help get the word out about

your celebrations. 

Nurture Your Charity

If you follow the suggestions in this book you will be implementing Service for Donation Visits
in your marketing plan. These visits offer a specific service in exchange for a donation to the

charity you are supporting. There is a lot of opportunity here, and it needs to be handled

properly. Have regularly scheduled meetings with your favorite charity to stay connected to

them, ensuring successful ventures. 

Be Selective

When selecting your favorite charity consider these things:

The end goal here is the find a favorite charity that really resonates with you, that you have a

great rapport with, and that will support you and your efforts as you support theirs.
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People, please!
Nothing beats the ability to ask for good help, at the right time. Nothing. Especially if you are

running a practice without staff. And, as you get more and more involved with community

celebrations, you are going to need help! 

 

 RELATIONSHIPS TO DISCOVER

Marketing Butterfly

This is your marketing right-hand! They will hang flyers, help with events, reach out to your PALs,

etc. You want someone who is fun, charismatic, represents your practice with a spring in their

step, and sings your practice tune effectively.

Host(ess) with the Mostest

These are the people and/or businesses who provide a space (sometimes an audience too) for

the celebrations you offer. You want to ensure they are easy to work with and share your

practice vision (at least for the celebration), and have optimal space for your audience. See

Host(ess) with the Mostest for more details.

Practice Member Enthusiast

You will have a handful of practice members who are natural cheerleaders for your practice.

There is one in every bunch, and it is imperative that you nurture them and their enthusiasm.

These are the practice members who share your name everywhere they go. Lean on them for

your celebrations. Have them be a spokesperson for the practice and how effective your care

can be. Thank them for their enthusiasm in meaningful ways. 

Ask your practice members who love sharing to come to your celebrations like Wellness
Workshop and Envision It!, to share a few words about your care and their experience with

your practice.

Extra Set of Hands

You may need an extra set of hands around the office to help with set-up and clean-up for

events, help with clerical duties (filing, flyer hanging). Be sure that this person is dependable

and trustworthy, and you are in fair exchange with them.
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People, please!

Virtual Assistant - takes care of admin needs remotely

In-house Assistant - takes care of admin needs at the office

Marketing Assistant - supports with creating flyers, coordinating events, connecting with

PALs, etc.

Social Media Assistant - manages the practice's Social Media channels and conversations

on Social Media 

Practice Member Advocate - handles practice member relations - serves as their initial

point of contact, manages your Recall Initiative
Personal Assistant - helps at home, with kids, running errands, etc.

Financial Coordinator - handles practice bookkeeping, stats upkeep, banking, client

accounting, etc.

Practice Alliance Leads → Practice Alliance Loves

Your PALs are the community business owners, leaders, and practitioners who are already

serving your Perfect Practice Members. You will grow with them, network with them, and

offer celebrations with them to your community. You want to make sure the relationships are

reciprocal and serve your practice well.

Perfect Practice Member

These are your ideal clients, the current and future people in your community that you LOVE to

serve. They are the people you will speak to through your marketing efforts. See Perfect
Practice Member to discover them.

Professional Cleaning Contact

From time to time you are going to offer celebrations in the homes of your practice members

(or the office of your PALs). As a gift of thanks, you can offer to get their space professionally

cleaned. Have a great cleaning service on hand. Consider finding one who uses healthy-living

products. Make sure they are kind, compliant, and insured. See Host(ess) with the Mostest
for details.

Professional Massage Therapist

Offering a massage as a thank you to the host(ess) of your celebrations is a great idea, too.

Find a Massage Therapist who has a great reputation, is supportive of your practice and will

successfully collaborate with you. 

 

OTHER HELP TO CONSIDER
As your practice grows, you may want to consider hiring some team members. Here are some

common roles for wellness practices to thrive with:
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Posting flyers around town

Writing and submitting press releases for events, milestones, and celebrations

Managing your Social Media posting

Checking emails for practice building opportunities 
Responding to emails for practice building opportunities 
Dropping off Car Kits to potential PALs 
Ordering supplies for Goody Bags and assembling them  
Managing Celebration Board
Managing practice celebrations, Celebration Kits, etc. 

Essentially being your right hand for all practice-building efforts

Your Marketing Butterfly plays a very important role in your practice marketing picture —

serving as your right-hand for marketing plan execution. They will often be the first point of

contact for your practice out in the community, representing your practice brand and mission. 

Some Marketing Butterfly responsibilities to consider:

Marketing Butterflies are often people you trade/barter with. Be compliant with your exchange

with them, only do what you are permitted to by law (some areas do not permit bartering for

healthcare)! If you are ready to take on a Marketing Assistant, see our Marketing Assistant
Checklist to learn more.  

Be sure to have clear expectations with your Marketing Butterfly. Have a written agreement

regarding exchange, time, office policy, etc. Give them plenty of direction on how to speak

about your practice, what to say when describing your work, and what new practice members

need to know when starting your care. The more you educate your Butterfly, the farther their

wings will take them! 

COMPARE YOUR PEOPLE
Marketing Butterfly - usually bartered position, light duties

Marketing Assistant - paid for position, more responsibility and consistency

Practice Member Enthusiast - cheerleader for celebrations and events - no exchange
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Marketing Butterfly
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Take note.

   



Take note.
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I choose my habits; they do not choose me. 

I make a habit of being ready. 

I make a habit of showing up in my time to shine what I shine brightest. 

 

I create rituals in my habits. 

I create abundance through my habits. 

My habits keep me successful.

 

My habits prepare me. 

My habits ground me. 

 

My habits remind me of who I am and what I need to do in order

 to be aligned with my best self.

 

I am a Wellness Practitioner. 

I practice in joy.

Practice Habits
ROUTINES FOR PRACTICE

GROWTH AND STABILITY
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Bad habits are hard to break, yes, but, good habits are even easier to make. Here's your

chance to create a variety of habits to ensure practice success. 

Get into it. Create a schedule. Hold yourself accountable. Find an accountability buddy to

hold you accountable. The more you emphasize the significance and relevance of your habits

when planning out your days, weeks, and months, the more your habits will actually take over

and develop a life of their own. 

Your habits are the foundational rituals and systems that you put into place to build your

practice, just the way you want it to be built. Don't cut corners on this part. 

Choose the habits that resonate with you, that you're drawn to, and that you can really see

yourself implementing on a regular basis. 

Don't set yourself up for failure. Be sure to choose the habits that you're ready for. If there's a

habit that you're not quite ready to take on, perhaps put it on the back burner and revisit it

down the road. You'll get to it if it's necessary. 

There's time for all of it. Take one bite at a time, digest it, implement it, and move on to the

next.

About Practice Habits

Practice HabitsIndex
GET SOCIAL

PRACTICE STATS

WEEKLY WELLNESS TEXT THREAD

PRACTICE MEMBER OF THE MONTH

RECALL INITIATIVE

EFFORT TRACER

PAL'S PLAY

THREE BOXES

H
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What do they want to learn about? 

Who are they looking to connect with and why?

What opportunities are they looking for online? 

Who do they want to hear from? 

What groups, pages, and channels are they interested in?

Social Media offers great opportunity to reach your community. Securing a plan of action to

create and nourish that reach will ensure practice growth success. Think about finding your

Perfect Practice Members online — know everything about them, then find them and cater to

them on Social Media. Get Social will provide you with the necessary steps to creating your

Social Media plan. 

Before you start with your Get Social plan, ask these questions about your audience:

TAKE FACEBOOK FOR A SPIN
Facebook offers great options for speaking to your audience. The options of what to do to

reach your community are so abundant that it can get overwhelming, so let's break it down a

bit. The Facebook Four are the four communities to hone in on when developing your Get

Social plan.

Get Social

Your own Facebook Group 

Your own Facebook Page

Three local groups that your Perfect Practice Members frequent

Three professional groups that engage your colleagues

The Facebook Four:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Get Social 

Your own Facebook group.

Create a group for your Perfect Practice Members to learn, grow, and connect with

like-minded people. Entertain them, offer great content to them, and once in a while

promote your practice to them.

Your own Facebook page.

Your Facebook page is your business front on Facebook. It will serve as your practice

profile for connecting with your audience and community.

Three local groups that engage your ideal clients.

Local groups that are already serving your Perfect Practice Members are really

important to participate with. Engage as a community member, not an expert! Unless

you are invited into the group as an expert, showing up as one can leave the other

members feeling sold to. You want to avoid that, for sure. Show up in the group as an

interested member, who (by the way) knows a thing or two about the topics discussed.

Give advice from experience. As you participate in a personal way, people will

naturally want to know more about you, and connections will happen from there. 

Involvement in Professional Groups.

B.J. Palmer, the developer of Chiropractic said, “You never know how far-reaching

something you may say, think, or do today will affect the lives of millions tomorrow."

Boom - that’s it! You never know — as you get involved and reach other like-minded

professionals — where your contributions to these groups and conversations could take

you, what referrals they could create, what connections they could foster. 

Find the groups that cater to your profession and get involved. Connect with other

wellness practitioners who you have common threads with. You get it? Because — you

never know (thank you, B.J.).

1

2

3

4

THE FACEBOOK FOUR
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TAKE ACTION FOR GET SOCIAL

 
Ok, you've got your Facebook Four, now what are you going to do with them? How are you

going to grow with them? You need a routine — action steps to implement when getting

involved on Social Media. The following actions will get you involved, get you out there, get you

known. They are specifically oriented for use on Facebook, but can certainly be used on other

platforms.

Connection Post

This is a post that triggers your readers to engage — silly questions, true or false questions,

polls, Have You Ever questions, etc. These are the posts that drive engagement and action in

your group. 

Curiosity Post 

Ask a question that your Perfect Practice Member could be wondering about or is interested

in. What do they want to know more about? Give them an opportunity to see how others

answer it! 

Interviews with Special Guests

Who does your Perfect Practice Member want to hear from? Go find that person and

interview them in your group! Go live if you are good with that. If not, lean on recording and

posting after the fact. If you are good with going live, consider making your interviews a group

event, inviting members to attend. 

Free Content 

Give the goods to your people and feed your funnel while doing so! Share articles, top-ten

lists, newsletter editions, blog entries, etc. Use these posts to capture emails to add to your

contact list. 

GET IT HERE Post

Drop a top-ten list, a how-to guide, a recording of a great talk/blog/video, etc. Post a few

words — GET IT HERE __ __ __. Then, as people engage and want access, drop a link to a

funnel for it. (see Funnel Baseball for details)

Get Social H
A
B
I
T
S
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Go Live

Get in front of your audience on Social Media a couple of times a week with tea time, coffee

chat, or a weekly spotlight — focus your share on a topic your members want to know about!

Weekly Topics 

Plan out monthly themes and break them down into weekly topics for your page and your

group(s). Change banners, themes of posts, polls, questions, etc. Post the schedule for the

month for all to see well in advance. See Weekly Topics for more information.

Post Comments 

Surf the groups you are a member of (start with three) and comment on posts that you have

something to share about. Offer positive feedback as a member, not a professional. Share

who you are in these groups! Let people get to know you as a community member.

Get Social 

GET SOCIAL POINTERS
Use an online program for content creation — there are so many out there. Find one that works

really well for you, get your Brand Kit on it, and use it to create all of your posts. 

Instagram is all about photos, images, and videos. Use pictures and videos of your practice (be

compliant), you doing your thing, famous people doing your thing, etc. Consider monthly color

themes, word themes, topic themes, etc. Find people who are doing this really well, and get

inspired from their excellence!

Feed those funnels! Have a solid line-up for your funnels, and use your groups/pages to draw

people in. Again, see Funnel Baseball for details on funnels.

Create a calendar to share with your community. Add your monthly themes, topics of the week,

interviews with special guests, offerings, and giveaways. 
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Create Your Pages and Group1

Connect With Your People2

H
A
B
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Create your Facebook page.

Create your page — personalize it. Give it details and a branded splash! Facebook asks a ton

of questions, gives you space for detailing your practice information, etc. Fill that stuff in! 

Get your group(s) going.

Do it right, brand it, and give it a ton of detail. Invite friends and followers to join in! 

Get involved with three local groups.

Be selective here. You are going to be spending some time with these groups — so make sure it

is where your Perfect Practice Member is hanging out for their Social Media time.

Get involved with three professional groups.

Same deal — it’s got to resonate with you! Where are your people? What groups are they

learning from and contributing to? 

Get Social
TWO-PART GET SOCIAL PLAN

Have a posting plan. Make it something you can stick to -- not too much, not too little. See our

Sample Social Calendar on the next page, then the blank one provided for you. The more

you plan, the more likely you are to follow through and reach your people.

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun

       

       

       

       

       

ANNOUNCE 
WEEKLY
TOPIC

ANNOUNCE 
WEEKLY
TOPIC

ANNOUNCE 
WEEKLY
TOPIC

ANNOUNCE 
WEEKLY
TOPIC

ANNOUNCE 
WEEKLY
TOPIC

GET IT
HERE

POST
COMMENTS

POST
COMMENTS

POST
COMMENTS

POST
COMMENTS

CURIOSITY
POST

CURIOSITY
POST

CURIOSITY
POST

CURIOSITY
POST

INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW

GO LIVE

GO LIVE

GO LIVE

GO LIVE

GO LIVECONNECTION
POST

INTERVIEW POST
COMMENTS

CURIOSITY
POST

FREE
CONTENT

SAMPLE SOCIAL CALENDAR

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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CONNECTION
POST

CONNECTION
POST

CONNECTION
POST

CONNECTION
POST

GET IT
HERE

GET IT
HERE

GET IT
HERE
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Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun

       

       

       

       

       

BLANK SOCIAL CALENDAR

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Keep track of your hard work, your progress, your growth opportunities, etc. through tracking

the numbers of your practice, visits, and members. Tracking your practice's economic picture

will serve as a barometer for your marketing success, your practice member satisfaction status,

your new practice member education effectiveness, etc. 

Study the components listed below and use them as a starting place. Research and discover a

practice stats plan that works for you, your practice, your math-brain, etc. You are going to

work with these numbers month after month. You will compare them to the amount of effort

you are putting into your marketing to measure effectiveness. There may be other components

that you want to add, so make it your own, unique to your practice needs.

Many practice software programs will populate these numbers for you, on command. Perhaps

start your list with what your software offers, and go from there. 

Components of practice growth you may want to consider on a monthly or quarterly basis

include:

New Clients 

The number of new people who have come to the practice for the first time.

New Practice Members

The people who actually sign up for your care past the initial consultation process.

Current Client Case Average (CCCA)

The average number of times a practice member comes in for care during a specific, set

period of time. 

Returning Clients 

Practice members who are returning to your practice after being away for a specific amount

of time.

Total Member Visits (TMV) 

The amount of routine visits you serve to the members of your practice, outside of extended

visits. 

Practice StatsH
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 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

New Clients             

New Practice Members             

Current Clients Case

Average
            

Returning Clients             

Total Member Visits             

Extended Visits             

Other Visits             

Office Visit Average             

Member Case Average             

Practice Stats
Extended Visits 

The meetings you have with new clients, returning clients, etc., outside of your regular routine

visits. 

Office Visit Average (OVA)

The amount of money, on average (per visit) you are receiving. This number is usually inclusive

of all visit types. 

Member Case Average (MCA)

The total revenue (on average) earned from each practice member over the lifetime of their

care. 

Here is an example of a typical practice stats calculation table, which can be used month

after month. Again, do the research and figure out what works best for you and what you will

stay most committed to. 

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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PRACTICE STATS TABLE
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Define your practice stats components. Which numbers do you need to keep track of to

feel like you're on top of your game? To be able to best evaluate the success of your

practice? 

Research the different practice stats programs available to you. If you are a Staffless
Practice Academy student, be sure to visit our Practice Stats lessons in school.  
Personalize and itemize your practice stats program — start a practice stats table. A lot of

practitioners will use Google Sheets or Microsoft Excel to create a simply formatted table.

Remember to make things as automated as possible. 

Create a reminder system for yourself to visit stats on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. 

Complete the practice stats table that you started in week one. Share your practice stats

system with one other colleague, people you work with or a professional friend to get

feedback on your progress.

Record your first week of practice stats based on your previous week in practice. 

Finalize the components of your practice stats and program. Make sure that it all resonates

with you, and you're not leaving any of the important pieces out. 

Last week you entered one week of practice stats data. Enter one more week and see

where your practice stats table shows you room for improvement and growth.

Enter practice stats from this past week. 

Review your system; ensure it's not missing any essential parts.

FOUR WEEK PRACTICE STATS PROGRAM CREATION

Week 1:

Week 2: 

Week 3: 

Week 4:

Practice StatsH
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Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Choose a texting program that offers complicated solutions, but can be kept simple.

Always be compliant with adding someone to your thread.

Keep texts short and sweet — no more than 20-30 words. 

Use emojis — they pop with color and instigate an emotional response.

Keep your texts neutrally charged — no controversial issues discussed.

Consider using health statistics for texting content as instrumental education tools. 

Once in a while, send a text reminding your community that you are there for them (every

six texts or so). Keep it simple — a few words of encouragement and support. 

Staying connected with your community with fun, educational texts can be an effective way to

nurture relationships. Consider short and sweet (but effective) weekly texts, each striking a

chord with its recipient. Your texts can serve as a regular, gentle reminder to prioritize health

for the week. 

Your texts should offer tidbits with relevant content focused on health, happiness, stress

reduction, etc. This is not a vehicle to promote your practice — it is a free service you offer to

support and promote the health of your community members. Your weekly texts will also ensure

that you, your gifts, and your practice stay on their minds.

TEXTING THREAD GUIDELINES

Weekly Wellness
H
A
B
I
T
SText Thread 
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Week one:

Create six months of weekly texts — see next page for chart. This week you will also choose a

texting program that you can work with, that won’t make you panic every time you open it!

Think simple, cost-effective, etc. 

Week two: 

Start creating a text-thread contact list. Be creative, industrious, and inclusive. Get permission!

Reach out to the people who you already have a connection with asking if they would like to

be included. Make it clear that they will only get one text a week. Clarify that they will only see

the text coming to them, and no responses from others. In addition, promise to not share or sell

their contact information. That is really important. 

Sample message: Hey Sally, Dr. Jon here. Starting next week, I will be sending out a Wellness

Text on Monday Mornings — reminding you of how wonderful you are, offering great health

tips, and more! I won’t share your contact info, and you will only get ONE text from me each

week, not all of the replies. You want in? If so, send me a 'YES'.

Week three:

Get started! Send out your first text. Add to your list as more people say they want in.

Week four:

Keep going. Be sure to mark your calendar for regular preparation and execution of your text

thread messages!

FOUR WEEK ACTION PLAN FOR TEXTING SUCCESS

Weekly Wellness
H
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Text Thread

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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TEXTING CONTENT
Draft out six months of weekly texts in the spaces below. Keep in mind what your Perfect
Practice Members would want in a weekly text. Make every 6th or 7th text a reminder that

you are there to support them.

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Choose a practice member to celebrate for next month's program.

Write your own story about this practice member and what you enjoy about serving them.

Type it up and print on stationary.

Ask your PMOM to write their own testimonial of care with you. Brag Sheets are a great

resource to use to collect testimonials (see Celebration Kit).
Take a fun picture with PMOM. Consider ordering a PMOM banner, clothing, etc. for photo

fun! Plan ahead.

Create PMOM Award. 

Post photo and testimonials on Celebration Board. 

Share photo and testimonial on Social Media (be compliant).

Start to think about next month’s PMOM and plan ahead. 

Practice Member of the Month (PMOM) is a fun way to celebrate a practice member for

their commitment to their care with you, while sharing their progress with your care for all to

see. You will choose a practice member who shows up for their appointments (on time), is

enthusiastic and dedicated to their health and wellness, shares your practice with community

members, etc. Set your own standards for PMOM selection.

Keep this light, have fun with it, and stay consistent. People in your practice start to look

forward to their turn to be PMOM. Consider offering a fun prize/reward for your PMOM

recipient. 

 

GET STARTED
Divvy the work up for PMOM into two parts — follow these simple steps, and give yourself a

good two hours to prepare each month. 

Part One

Part Two

Practice Member 
of the Month

H
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PRACTICE MEMBER 
OF THE MONTH

 
In honor and celebration of your commitment to health

and wellness, thank you for choosing PRACTICE NAME

HERE for your CRAFT HERE needs.

Recipient

Month of

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Your recall program will serve as a vehicle to reconnect with practice members who have

disconnected from the practice, their care plans, etc. 

Where did they go? What are they doing? Do they need you? Have questions? Did you do

something/say something/not say something to steer them away? Did life take over? Did you

create an agreement about their care to begin with that fell through? Did it fall through on

your end, or theirs? 

Great questions! People are going to come and go from the office; it's the natural course of

events. But if you stay ahead of the coming-and-going curve, your practice will be better for it.  

Most practice software programs offer a feature to print a list of clients not seen or scheduled

for a specific amount of time. This can help you articulate who you need to add to your recall

list. Plan ahead. Make a plan for when to add practice members to your list, what you want to

say to them when you reach out to them, and what outcomes you want from your Recall

Initiative.

A recall program with automation is key. Track progress as you reach out to each practice

member. Use texting as much as possible, as it is easy to track texts and a quick, simple form

of communication. As always, ensure compliance when texting practice members. 

To create an effective program, plan four weeks of action steps, each week leading into the

next. 

Weekly Steps Example: 

Week 1 - reach out to practice members

Week 2 - reach out one more time (if you have not heard back)

Week 3 - inactivate practice members, send an inactivation email (if you have not heard back)

Week 4 - create a new list of recalls to add to tracker for next month's actions

H
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Recall Initiative
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A MESSAGE WORTH RESPONDING TO

Make it really simple for your practice members to communicate with you, quickly, about where

they have gone and if they are coming back. People are busy! They don't want confrontation

(usually). So, make it easy for them to communicate their status with you. 

Think options. 

Think easy. 

Think quick. 

Think get this person back on my schedule to provide great care, with as few steps as possible.

Think about them not wanting to come back, and the discomfort of feeling like they are letting

you down somehow, or themselves. Think about how to make this communication process as

comfortable as possible, because you think about these things. 

Your recall message can read something like this: 

Hi there, this is Dr. Sam from Sam's Wellness Center. I wanted to reach out to you and see if

you would like to 1 - get on a schedule for recurring appointments (we are getting busy and

want to have a spot for you) 2 - come in for a visit or two to get re-centered with care and

take it from there, or 3 - continue with a break from care, getting these messages, etc. Just

send me back a 1, 2, or 3 so I know how to best serve you! 
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Recall Initiative
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Name
Last Visit

Date
Cell Email First Contact

Second

Contact
Action

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Recall Initiative

Use a recall tracker chart like this one to keep up with your actions and responses.

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Effort Tracer
It is imperative that you track your marketing efforts to know which action steps are working,

and which aren't. Time is our most precious commodity, and wasting it on ineffective marketing

actions is detrimental to a practice trying to grow. Tracking your marketing efforts will support

time management and will ensure more deliberate and effective practice growth. 

Your Effort Tracer is a system to follow the efficacy of all of your marketing efforts. If

implemented and used correctly, it could be your greatest practice growth tool. You will track

your celebrations, habits, relationships, etc. Make this your own; choose the elements for your

tracker that work best for your practice. 

 

Action

Name of the celebration/habit

Start Date

The date you begin efforts for this marketing action

Goal

One or two words indicating the practice component you are looking to grow (new

clients, returns, email list, etc.)

Steps

What you are actually going to be doing to build this action

Measure

What number, stat, parameter, or detail will you be using to track your efforts

Beginning #

The number you are starting with

Ending #

The number you are ending with 
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TRACER COMPONENTS EXAMPLE

 
Action: Join BNI Group

Start Date: 2/2/22

Goal: PALs growth

Steps: show up each week, be prepared, maybe take on a role in the group

Measure: the number of partners on my PALs list

Beginning #: 10

Ending #: 20

This is an example of a practitioner who joined a networking club. They are tracking their

PALs List growth (the amount of PALs they have on their PALs list.)

Effort Tracer

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Action Start Date Goal Steps Measure End Date Start # End #

Join BNI 2/22/22 PALs Growth

Show up each week

Be Prepared

Take on group role

# of PALs on list 3/22/22 10 20

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

EFFORT TRACER

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Reach out to potential PALs - invite them to lunch, for a walk, to coffee, to an event you

are offering — get to know them and let them get to know you! 

Carve out time each week to nurture these connections. Send them hand-written gratitude

cards, drop off Car Kits at their office, bring their staff a box of sweet treats, etc.

Review your upcoming celebrations (both in-house and out in the community) and consider

inviting your PALs to participate, contribute, or attend.

Offer a Honey 3 Bee Networking to connect your PALs with one another and create a

successful referral community.

Once your relationship is established with a PAL, consider offering a celebration at their

location.

Have a resource area in your office to display PALs cards, brochures, flyers, etc.

Surf the local groups on Social Media that your Perfect Practice Members frequent to

see who is being mentioned, talked about, referred to, etc. - add them to your PALs Leads
List (see next page).

Regularly check the local newspapers and cafe bulletin boards for potential PALs

information. If you see their information out there, it's likely that they are working on their

practice growth, too. Do it together!

NURTURE AND NOURISH YOUR PALS

Here are some tried and true steps to creating solid PALs rapport:

PAL'S PlayH
A
B
I
T
S Your PALs (Practice Alliance Leads, which become Practice Alliance Loves) are the community

leaders, healers, practitioners, business owners, merchants, etc., who are already serving your

Perfect Practice Members (or wanting to). As you nurture your relationships with these fine

folks, they will develop from leads to loves — leads are potential practice supporters and

referral partners - loves are practice supporters and partners in marketing efforts.

See Practice Alliance Leads in Marketing Foundations for creating your initial list of PALs. 

Visit www.joyfilledpractice.com for workbook, workshop, and group support on this topic.
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Name Business Number Email Location Action 1 Action 2

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

PRACTICE ALLIANCE LEADS LIST
Make a list of your Practice Alliance Leads, track your action steps with them, revisit regularly.

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Name Business Number Email Location Action 1 Action 2

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

PRACTICE ALLIANCE LOVES LIST
Make a list of your Practice Alliance Loves, track your action steps with them, revisit regularly.

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Create a monthly plan for PALs Play. Enough to spark a flame for the beginning of a great,

long-lasting relationship.

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun

       

       

       

       

       

Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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PAL'S PLAY CALENDAR

PAL'S
Play
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Three Boxes
Nothing blocks the vibe building a practice more than clutter. A regular schedule for

decluttering can make a huge difference. We all get overwhelmed, lost in the moment, and

leave piles of this here, and that there. Before you know it, the piles add up and your practice

is cluttered. Clutter overwhelms. You want to avoid feeling overwhelmed. You want ease and

simplicity when building a practice. You want to welcome your new practice members into a

peaceful vibe, not an overwhelmed one.

On a regular basis, take a few empty boxes and fill them up! Throw stuff in that you have not

used in the past few months. Don't overthink the process, just do it. What do you not need?

What have you not used? What may have seemed like a good idea to have in your space, and

really wasn't? Fill those boxes up! 

Here are some simple steps to decluttering: 

Step One

Grab a few empty boxes and some labeling tools.

Step Two 

Decide if you want to start with one room, one area, or the entire office. Do an initial

walk-through. Look for things that you really have not touched, connected with, or

used in the past few months. Put them in a box. 

Step Three

Once your boxes are full, label them (write out contents), tape them up, put today's

date on them, and store in a safe place. Put a date on your calendar to revisit them in

a few months. 

The next time you do this exercise, start with these three boxes. If the stuff in them is

usable now, unpack it. If not, either keep it packed or donate/recycle it. 

Before you know it, you will have boxes piled up of things that you're ready to either

recycle, donate, or throw away. This is how we declutter and declutter and declutter

again!

1

2

3

Keep in mind, you will be building a relationship with a local charity or two. Perhaps make them

the recipient of what you let go of with Three Boxes? 
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Take note.

   



Take note.

   



 
R
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I am well-prepared to receive the people who are ready to be served by me. 

 

I have all of the forms, flyers, and signature-ready sheets to collect what needs

to be collected, and give what needs receiving. 

 

I am well-rested and well-fed.

 

I have a deep respect for detail, the written word, and the order of things.

 

 I am abundant in resources. 

 

I show up with all that I need to be ready to serve. 

 

I do nothing without full attention to what is necessary for success. 

 

I am a Wellness Practitioner. 

I practice in joy.

Resources
THE NECESSARY TOOLS FOR THE 

JOY-FILLED PRACTICE PLAN
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The following pages offer an abundance of joy-filled practice resources — the tools you will

need to kick your marketing efforts into high gear! Most of the resources provided need to be

created and/or personalized just once, and then can be tweaked here and there, relevant to

the celebration or habits they are supporting. 

Stay organized with this process. Keep your resources in abundant supply. Give them a home in

your office. Take the time, from the beginning, to get everything set just the way you want it.

Make copies of the resources you need, branded with your colors and fonts. 

Editable forms of each resource are available to you at www.joyfilledpractice.com. 

When creating a flyer or form with word-heavy content, be sure to read the content out loud.

Have another person do the same. Look for typos at least three times. Sometimes it takes four!

Take the time to pay attention to details. 

About Resources

ResourcesIndex
GOODY BAGS AND CAR KITS

CELEBRATION BOARD

POSTED!

MARKETING ASSISTANT CHECKLIST

EVENT GRAB AND GO BOX

READY, SET, GO FOLDERS

FLYER TIPS

PRESS RELEASE SUCCESS

HOST(ESS) WITH THE MOSTEST

QR CODES FOR EASY ACCESS
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Goody Bags & Car Kits
 
R
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Your practice brochures & business cards

A few pens with your practice information on them

Some sweet treats — organic candy, bars, etc., think allergy-friendly and choose treats

that will not expire soon

A small drink — mini water bottles are great with a practice sticker logo on them

Your Fact Sheet 

A hand-written note stating your appreciation for their time in attendance at your event

A notepad with practice stickers on them 

Attach a practice pen to each notepad and tie a ribbon around it

A small stack of your business cards with a cute business card holder, all tied together in

tissue paper with pretty ribbon

Flyers for upcoming offerings

Your Goody Bags will serve as an unexpected gift for your guests to receive upon arrival at

celebrations. Fill them up with your practice treasures and some fun freebies, as well as great

information about your practice.

Here are some Goody Bag content ideas:

Your Car Kits are the same thing as your Goody Bags, but they will be kept in your car (six at all

times). Instead of a note of appreciation for their attendance, you will include a note to

prospective PALs and practice members about your joy in meeting them.
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Place your board in an area of the office that everyone will see

Use it to showcase thank-you cards, Practice Member of the Month celebrations, photos

people send you, etc. 

As practice members send you holiday cards, birthday cards with photos, etc., collect them

and display on your Celebration Board

Share your practice members' testimonials on your Celebration Board

Display completed Brag Sheets on your board

Post any practice celebrations, celebrations of practice members, announcements about

the practice, etc., on your Celebration Board

Take photos of your Celebration Board and share on Social Media — they will serve as a

great representation of your practice's joy-filled ways

Celebrations are a daily occurrence in most wellness practices! We honor the people we serve,

their milestones, your practice milestones, practice anniversaries, and so much more. 

Your Celebration Board is a special display board for celebrations to be shared and enjoyed

by all office visitors. Use a large thumb-tack board, wrap it in paper, and you are good to go!

Add some fun lettering and images! 

Tips to make your Celebration Board a huge success:

Celebration Board
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Local cafes

YMCA/YWCA

Pet stores

Vet offices

Dentist offices/Orthodontist offices

Supermarkets

Health clubs

Health food stores

OBGYN offices

Pediatricians' offices

Book stores

School faculty areas

Community gyms

Crossfit gyms

Massage centers

Trade schools 

Waxing salons

Nail salons

Golf clubs

Lion’s Club

Chamber of Commerce Headquarters

Local police station

Local fire hall 

Pilates studio

An ever-growing list of where you post flyers, events, announcements, etc. will support you in

your marketing efforts. Take a few minutes to create a list of where you can post. 

Here are a few favorites to get you started. Circle the ones that resonate with you, then add a

few of your own: 

Posted!
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Posted!

LOCATION LIST FOR POSTING
Where can you post in your area?

 
R
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Available for personalization

at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Plan marketing for the month with practitioner

Manage Marketing Calendar

Manage Social Media Calendar

Send out birthday cards for upcoming month to practice members and PALs

Create flyers for posting

Keep practice stats updated and share with practitioner

Plan and create newsletter

Plan and create blog entry

Post flyers at local stores for practice and upcoming celebrations

Purchase and prep any supplies needed for events 

Create Goody Bags and Car Kits 
Prepare materials for practice celebrations 

Keep Celebration Board updated

Update and stock Celebration Kit
Prepare Practice Member of the Month 
Keep Event Grab & Go Box supplied

Send handwritten notes to practice members and PALs expressing appreciation for them

Manage Recall Program

 
R
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Marketing Assistant Checklist
Whether you fly solo or have some great help around the office, having a Marketing Assistant
Checklist is key to being prepared for the help you need, when you need it. Get started now;
think ahead! 

Here are some ideas to bounce around. Check off the support you need (or will need as you
grow). The next page provides space for you to create your own checklist.

Remember, the difference between this role and that of a Marketing Butterfly is an assistant is
typically a paid employee. A Marketing Butterfly is often someone you trade with (compliantly).
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Marketing Assistant Checklist

MARKETING ASSISTANT LIST
Tasks for your Marketing Assistant to be responsible for.
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Something to hold in your hands while greeting patrons, that will start a conversation

(chiropractors - spine | nutrition docs - head of broccoli) 

Raffle basket and tickets

Tape

Details about your work and findings

Office Sign

Clipboards

Laptop with rotating photos of you serving or testimonials 

Testimonial book with Brag Sheets and photos

Wellness Workshop flyers

Other upcoming celebration flyers

Fact Sheets

Children's stickers

Practice pens and mug for pens

Fruit or other goodies

Face paper/tissues/wipes

Key chains/magnets and/or give-away toys 

Hand wipes

Tablecloth

Table

Ready, Set, Go Folders

Be sure to have the right stuff with you when hosting or attending events by prepping your

Event Grab & Go Box! Find a plastic box that will hold up for years, with a handle, wheels, easy

to cover, fold up, etc. Consider using a well made carry-on suitcase. Keep it stocked with your

Celebration Kits (see Celebration Kit) which includes your Ready, Set, Go Folders. 

Here is an Event Grab & Go content list specifically for outside celebrations (events outside of

the office). Be sure to add to it, take away from it, and make it your own: 
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Event Grab & Go Box
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A health history form (if you use paper) for them to fill out, and either mail in or bring to

appt. with them

A Service for Donation Confirmation (from Celebration Kit)

Directions to your office

A welcome letter from you 

Some testimonials of current practice members

Ready, Set, Go Folders are the folders you bring to events that provide all of the right

information to the people who say YES to your event offer. They should be attractive, branded

folders that will inspire your participants to reuse them — keeping your practice information

right in front of them with each use. You want to include all of the necessary information to get

your new practice members set for their appointment with you. 

Include in your Ready, Set, Go Folders: 

Ready, Set, GoFolders

Event Grab & Go Box - the box (or suitcase) you keep stocked with marketing

supplies for events. 

Ready, Set, Go Folders - the folders you have prepared, in your Grab & Go

Box, for the people who say YES to your offer, so that they can easily get set up

to visit your office. 

Celebration Kit - the packet of papers you will need for event success (includes

sign-up sheets, sign-in sheets and more).

RECAP OF CELEBRATION TOOLS
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There are a lot of online programs for creating branded, impactful flyers. Explore what is

available and find one you enjoy using.

Leave plenty of white space on your flyers — too many words and images can be

overwhelming to your readers.

Make your choice of wording understandable to a third-grade student.

Your flyer content should answer the 5W's — who, what, where, when, and why.

Think Perfect Practice Members — colors, words, and fonts. 

Make sure you represent your brand; the theme of the flyer should match your website,

cards, logo, etc. Include your logo, even if small.

Mention the problem you solve in the heading of the flyer.

Don't use fonts that are hard to read. 

If you are mentioning length of time (with credentials, age, etc.) use SINCE DATE instead

of how many years/days/months. For example - serving since 2001, instead of serving for

22 years. This will make your flyer evergreen.

Read the words on the flyer out loud a few times. Make sure they make sense and don't

have typos. It is always a good idea to have a friend or colleague read the flyer over; they

will catch issues that you don't see!

If you want the flyer to remain posted through a certain date, mention it on the bottom.

Include something like thank you for keeping posted until 2/10.

Don't be shy; show your personality. This could be the ONE THING your Perfect Practice

Members need to see to reach out to your office.

Your flyers could be the only representation of your practice that your community members

see - so make a splash! 

Here are some useful flyer tips:

Flyer Tips
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Press Release Success

Your headline; a short but powerful title 

Answers to the five W's: who, what, where, when, and why

If you have a source worth referencing, comment on it and cite it (to increase credibility)

Add all of the necessary details - the basic information that you're offering by creating this

release

Don't over-detail, just give a brief explanation and get the readers excited to learn more

Include quotes to show others' perspectives — they can easily make your press release

more relatable and content-driven

End your Press Release by providing any additional information about you and your

practice. Make this last piece interesting and fun

A Press Release is a newsworthy story written to targeted members of the media. The goal of a

release is to grab the interest of journalists and/or publications. Each release should contain

all of the basic information answering who, what, where, when, why, and how. 

The readers of your release should be able to craft their own story about who you are and

what you are offering after reading it. The standard release begins with contact information

and your main point. Be sure to introduce yourself. Make sure people know what you are

offering and how to reach you.

Be very clear on your target audience and what you need to say to them before you actually

create the release. Create an outline! Outline your thoughts, your points, your main takeaways.

Know whom you're writing to. Who are your readers and what is the topic they are looking for

answers to? What can you include in your release to make it attractive and newsworthy to the

readers you are trying to capture?

The suggested structure of a solid release includes:
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A good release can be very effective, setting your practice above and beyond the others. Be

sure to double-check and double-check again for typos. Read it out loud, at least three

times. And, as always, have fun with it! 

Here is an example of an effective press release:

 

Press Release Success

DR. JONES OF JONES FAMILY WELLNESS OFFERS FREE LECTURES 

Dr. Jones is a family wellness practitioner in Flemington, New Jersey. Dr. Jones, who

specializes in holistic wellness care for families, offers regular health classes on

Thursday evenings at 7:00 PM. These one-hour classes are held at Jones Family

Wellness, located at 222 Connecticut Street in Downtown Flemington. 

"The current health trends of the families in our area are surprisingly unhealthy, and

my practice is committed to making a change to those trends," says Dr. Jones.

Dr. Jones is a graduate of Life University in Marietta, Georgia, with a specialty in

Chiropractic Care for Families. He has been in practice since 2001.

In his presentation, Dr. Jones outlines the key points of how chiropractic care creates

GREAT CHANGE for your life and your health! 

Jones Family Wellness is committed to serving cost-effective, friendly care to the

families of our community. 

Their next free workshop will be held on September 25th at 7PM. Please RSVP by

texting ###-###-####.
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What is the space you are considering? Size? Lighting? Location?

What allergy considerations do you need to pay attention to (including food, mold,

perfumes, etc.)?

What parking limitations need to be considered? 

Is their space handicap accessible? 

Do you need to be insured for the day to hold your event in their space?

How can you thank your host(ess) in a meaningful way? Get them a massage, clean their

space, get a thank-you basket from a local florist?

Does your host(ess) have animals and/or kids to consider? 

What time of day is best for the host(ess)? What are their restrictions on time and dates? 

If your event entails a presentation and/or music, does your host(ess) have a space that

can facilitate these needs? 

Whenever you have the opportunity to hold a special event in someone else's space, it's

important that you collect pertinent information. You want to ensure their environment meets

the needs of your event, and your event is a match for what they are able to host. 

Here are some things for you to consider when making a plan and/or selecting a host(ess):

Make sure that you come up with a creative way to collect this information from your host(ess),

as the collection of this information will be a foundational component to creating successful

events off-site. See our Host(ess) with the Mostest in Celebration Kit for more ideas.
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With The Mostest

Host(ess)
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A quick text to you

A contact-directed email

A Site(s) to review your practice

Your electronic card

Specific pages on your practice website 

Social Media channels for your practice

Your blog/online newsletter/podcast

Make it really easy for people to find you online, with the right links. QR Codes are barcodes

with scannable patterns containing a matrix of data-packed code — to get your people to the

links you want to send them to! 

All that you need to do is provide the code, and your community members can whip out most

smartphones, aim their camera at the code, and automatically be prompted to head on over

to where the code links to.

Go online, research how to create a QR Code, and make it happen. You can create QR Codes

to make the following easily accessible:

 Find a QR Code Program - you may need to pay a membership to keep codes active

 Choose the action you want your QR code to prompt

 Personalize your code with brand colors

 Copy the code; paste to share

1.

2.

3.

4.

Get started with a QR code with these simple steps:

QR Code for Staffless Practice

Community Facebook Group

Grab your phone, try it out!

For Easy Access
QR Codes
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Take note.
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I celebrate the individuals and families of my community;

the men and women;

the mothers and fathers;

 the sisters and brothers;

those in need and those with plenty. 

 

I celebrate the kind, and the hurt, and the wanting, and the content.

 

I celebrate the opportunities and the moments in between. 

 

I celebrate the seasons and each new beginning. 

I celebrate abundance and bliss. 

I celebrate with truth and honor and integrity. 

I celebrate with color and pizzazz. 

I celebrate for the world to see that I am ready to serve. 

 

I am a Wellness Practitioner. 

I practice in joy.

Practice Celebrations
THE  PARTIES  AND  EVENTS  TO  ATTRACT ,

ENTERTAIN ,  AND  HONOR  YOUR  COMMUNITY
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COMPANY TALKS

ENVISION IT!

FRIENDS AND FAMILY DAY

HELP THE HELPERS

HONEY 2 BEE NETWORKING

KIDS' MONTH

ORANGE YOU HAPPY!?

PICTURE THIS!

TAG, YOU'RE IT!

WELL PLANTED

WELLNESS WORKSHOP

WHAT'S IN YOUR BAG, MAMA?

WITH LOVE...

Celebrations are offered in color-coded, alphabetical order, and most include (if relevant) a

5W, Consider This, Weekly Checklist, Supply List, Flyer for the Event, and any other necessary

add-ons to make your promotions a success.

Flip through all of them once, then go back and star the events that really resonate with you

and that you could see fitting nicely into your marketing plans. 

Please keep in mind that all of our flyers, forms, lists, etc. are offered to you in editable versions

on our site, www.joyfilledpractice.com.

Anything in bold and italicized is content that is explained and/or implemented in other parts

of this book.

About Practice Celebrations

Practice Celebrations Index
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Some ideas to consider: 
The Basic Concept

You will see that most of our celebrations have the same concept: you offer an event, which

raises money for a charity, and you lean on your current practice members and PALs to help

get the word out. Each event gives you the opportunity to share who you are and what you

offer with new community members.

You can substitute most focal points, topics of celebration, etc. with whatever theme you are

excited about. These are the celebrations that are tried and true for Dr. Jodi Dinnerman in her

20+ years in practice as a wellness practitioner. They are fun, colorful, and offer impactful

practice growth opportunities. 

Fundraising

Most of our celebrations are fundraisers for charity. Find a charity that you resonate with, that

does a lot of good in your area, and start a relationship with them. See Fundraising for

details.

Scrapbooks

Many celebrations include your community members' participation with art projects and Brag
Sheets. Consider creating a series of scrapbooks for your waiting room or common area of

your practice, to keep and share contributions in a creative way. 
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Take note.
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TAKE  YOUR  SHOW  ON  THE  ROAD  HIGHLIGHTING

CURRENT  HEALTH  CARE  TRENDS  AND  HOW  YOUR

PRACTICE  MAKES  A  DIFFERENCE

Company Talks
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Create a list of potential companies/practices to whom you can offer presentations 

Ask practice members and PALs for opportunities and/or connections

Cold call; ask to speak to human resources or management

Introduce your presentation ideas; get feedback

If they are interested, collect contact's name, address, and email 

Send information; be creative about what you send

Send a follow-up email letting them know that information is on the way

Make a plan to follow up with them next week

Create and offer a collection of presentations that are of interest to your Perfect
Practice Members. Offer these presentations to local companies, PAL's practice

locations, group meetings your Perfect Practice Members attend, etc. 

Once your collection of presentations are set and ready to share — hit the road getting

the word out! Set a goal for yourself, for how many talks you want to set up over a certain

time period. Don't overwhelm your schedule, but don't shoot too low either. Consider

where your Perfect Practice Members are, and what (in your wheelhouse) they want to

learn about. 

Follow this process to get started: 

Company Talks
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Company Talks
Sample Proposal Letter

Date

Address

Dear _________,

It was a pleasure speaking with you about the exciting health lectures available for your

employees this summer and fall. I am an advocate of healthy living, and I find that people

come away from my talks with excitement and interest in the issues discussed. I am sure that

the employees of your company will deeply appreciate your willingness to make these

opportunities easily available to them.

Each lecture outlined on the following page is offered to your employees free of charge. I

educate on a volunteer basis, as it is my personal goal to reach as many people as possible

and help them to discover their full health potential. I do not solicit at these lectures. I do bring

information about my practice, including an invitation for a complimentary initial consultation,

for people to take with them at their leisure. 

Once you have informed us of your lecture selection, I will provide you with a poster advertising

the lecture and a sign-up sheet. There is a minimum requirement of 10 participants for each

lecture. Of course, there is no maximum. Each lecture runs for approximately one hour and

fifteen minutes. The lecture is one hour; the extra 15 minutes are built-in for a question and

answer period. 

As all presentations are in Microsoft PowerPoint, I will need a screen for the presentation,

chairs for each participant, a table for my supplies, and a table for materials. I will bring my

own projector to your facility.

Kindly look over the enclosed materials and contact my office with any questions. I thank you

for your time and look forward to speaking with you soon. 

In health and service, 

Name here
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Hi _________, 

First and foremost, thank you for taking time out of your schedule to discuss a speaking

opportunity at __________________ with PRACTITIONER NAME. We really appreciate it! 

As I mentioned, PRACTITIONER NAME is a dynamic, well-experienced speaker and presenter

of topics relative to holistic health and wellness. Please visit our website at WEBSITE HERE to

learn more about the talks she has available for your community. 

About PRACTITIONER NAME: 

Credential Statement Here 

In health, 

Name here

Company Talks
Sample Follow-up Email
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Sample Menu of Talks
 

Stress Management - A Holistic Approach to Managing Stress and Optimizing Quality of Life

This informative lecture is for people looking to understand how stress affects the quality of their life,

work, and health. Participants will gain an understanding of stress-related illnesses and how stress

affects the body - defining the physical, emotional, and dietary stresses in our everyday lives. In

addition, attendees will learn methods for minimizing each type of stress, including several two-minute

stress reduction exercises that can be used anywhere - the office, at home, or at play. Participants will

create a personalized four-week program designed to reduce the levels of stress in their own daily

lives. These calendars will detail how to incorporate exercise, dietary changes, and optimal time

management into our lives - one week at a time.

 

Calendar, lecture notes, and informative articles offered to participants.

 

 

Creating a Healthy Lifestyle: A Physical, Emotional, and Spiritual Journey

This lecture begins with an interesting overview of humanity's physical conditions. A discussion of how

exercise, diet, recreational activities, and spiritual practices can positively affect health will allow each

participant to explore his or her own physical, emotional, spiritual, and mental patterns as they relate to

personal health. Attendees will receive a guide that will assist them in assessing their current health and

creating ideal health. Each participant will leave the lecture with practical and personalized tips for

improving health, empowered to personally define and create a healthier lifestyle. 

 

Guide, lecture notes, and informative articles are offered to participants.

 

 

Conscious Parenting: A Holistic Approach to Raising Healthy Children

Are you looking for ways to enhance the quality of your child’s life? This informative presentation begins

with a discussion of holistic pregnancy, including the consequences of healthy eating during pregnancy

and information regarding the birth process. You will learn a combination of results from recent

scientific studies into practical tips for raising healthy children, including dietary options for kids and the

effects of breastfeeding, sugar, vaccinations, dairy products, processed foods, and food allergens on

children and their health. In addition, participants will learn several exercises and techniques to

strengthen and/or improve their child’s posture in order to deal with the repercussions of television,

backpacks, and school seating. 

 

Lecture notes and informative articles are offered to participants.

 

 

All lectures are set up as Microsoft PowerPoint presentations. 
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Take note.

   



 

A  VISION  BOARD  PARTY  FOR  YOUR  PRACTICE

MEMBERS  AND  THEIR  GUESTS

Envision it!
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WHO

Your practice members and their friends. Your PALs and their communities. 

WHAT

A short health talk, followed by a Vision Board Party. A Vision Board is a craft project that

includes pasted cut-outs of words and images that represent hopes and ideas of what

you want to bring to fruition. 

WHERE

At your office, if you have the space. If not at a PAL's office, or a rented space.

WHEN

Think new beginnings! This is a great celebration for any and all new seasons, years, time

periods, etc. If you decide to offer this around New Year's, do it before the holidays hit or

just after. 

WHY

Many people don’t know how to create a vision board or need a bit of inspiration to get

going on one. This is a great opportunity to spark that inspiration!

Envision It!
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Give yourself plenty of time to collect materials for the vision boards. 

Take lots of photos and share the fun on Social Media.

This event can get messy with glue and clippings — be sure to cover any delicate surfaces. 

Collect old magazines from practice members with a labeled Old Magazine Collection

Box - this is a great way to stir curiosity for the event!

THE PLAN

The intention is for this event to grow as people invite their friends and loved ones to join in! It's

a great opportunity to get to know your practice members and their friends outside of regular

office hours.

Plan a short talk on goal-setting to share before the crafting begins. During the crafting, ask

the attendees who have experienced your care to share a few words about how your care

supports new beginnings. You will be surprised at how much people love to hear about other

people's experiences with you. 

KIDS?

Be clear on your boundaries with kids coming to this event. You are educating, and there will

be some mess-making. What works best for you? What about your attendees? 

FOOD

Have lite fare and drinks available for guests. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Consider 
This
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Unique needs for Envision It!

Give yourself enough time to collect magazines for this event. Keep your talk short and

sweet. Give PALs the opportunity to participate, and plan ahead for their contributions.

WEEK 1 
PREPARE

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Plan for supplies  

Create Old Magazine Collection Box

Prepare Celebration Kit
Send announcement to PALs about getting involved

AFTER EVENT

Finalize flyer and e-blast — distribute

Place Old Magazine Collection Box in office, start collecting

Finish collecting materials needed for vision boards 

Start Sign-up List (see Celebration Kit)
Reach out to PALs 

Plan lite fare

Prepare short health talk on setting goals

WEEK 2 
GET THE WORD OUT

WEEK 3 
EVENT NEXT WEEK

Fill out Celebration Report Card
Send practice a personal email about setting goals, and share

images from event

Send thank you's to PALs who participated

Add event guests to Contact List

WEEK 4 
EVENT WEEK

Organize supplies

Get supplies for lite fare and prepare it

Enjoy event

Take lots of photos for sharing

Continue flyer distribution

Continue Sign-up List
Finalize plan for talk

Send out a reminder email/text that event is next week

Envision It!
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Flyers

Vision board supplies - paper, glue, scissors, crafting stuff

Prepared Celebration Kit for event

Permission slips to share artwork

Food for event

Old Magazine Collection Box

A reliable camera

Envision It!

Supply List
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DATE

TIME

LOCATION
 

PRACTITIONER NAME will be offering a brief share on goal setting for new

beginnings, then we will start to craft our vision! 

 

Vision boards are posters with clipped/pasted images and words representing

what you want to create for yourself and your life. 

 

Supplies, lite fare, and a great time for all will be provided.

 

RSVP DETAILS 

 

Bring a few registered guests!

 

We will be collecting old magazines all month long. 

Please bring a few in and leave in the box provided.

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT

 

WEBSITE

 

A Vision Board Party for the 

PRACTICE NAME Community

Envision It!
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Old Magazine Box 
For Envision It!

Thank You!
 

P L E A S E  L E A V E  Y O U R  O L D

M A G A Z I N E S  I N  T H I S  B O X  F O R

O U R  V I S I O N  B O A R D  P A R T Y  O N  

D A T E

T I M E

 

A R E  Y O U  R E G I S T E R E D  Y E T ?
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How to Create a 
Vision Board

Get clear on the theme for your board. What do you want to create the vision

for? -- Personal? Health? Relationships? 

Collect old magazines, photos, construction paper, etc. Scrapbooking materials

are a home run if you don’t mind spending some cash on them. 

Grab some scissors, construction paper, glue, and go for it! 

You can use as many images as you want. As you go through magazines, just

keep asking yourself — what do I want to create, what do I want to manifest —

and as you see images that resonate with what you want, grab them, cut them,

and paste them! 

Once you are done with your vision board, take pictures of it and share it with

your community. Put a copy of the board on your fridge, your mirror, in your car,

on your desk, etc. Wherever you want to be reminded and reconnected with your

vision of success - display it!

A vision board is a visual reminder of success for you to stay on track with your

goals. Follow these simple steps to create your vision board, and remember to have

fun!

STEPS TO CREATE YOUR VISION BOARD
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Take note.
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Take note.

   



 

A  FUN-FILLED  OPPORTUNITY  FOR  YOUR

PRACTICE  MEMBERS  TO  SHARE  YOUR  CARE

WITH  THEIR  LOVED  ONES

Friends & Family Day
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WHO

Practice members and their friends and family.

WHAT

A monthly celebration — one day of Service for Donation Visits. You will choose a

specific service to offer and a charity to donate the proceeds to. Your practice members

will invite their friends and family to enjoy your service.

WHERE

At your office.

WHEN

Consider offering this event outside of regular client hours. Weekends are ideal, as

people tend to be more relaxed and their schedule is more flexible than during the busy

week. 

WHY

If you provide your practice members an opportunity to share you and your gifts with the

people in their lives, while fundraising for a charity you believe in, it's a win all the way

around. 

Friends & Family Day
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SIGN THEM UP

Post a sign-up sheet for Service for Donation Visits the day of Friends and Family Day. As

people RSVP to the flyers and announcements.

FLYERS ARE KEY

Give four flyers to each practice member, ask them to share, post, display, etc. 

BE READY 

The goal is for participants to want more and to sign up for a Next Step Visit with you. Have

Ready, Set, Go Folders prepared with appointment times for your Next Step Visit. 

Your sign-up sheet for this event will need to have appointment times on it. Your guests will be

coming in for a Service for Donation Visit, so be sure to plan ahead for these appointment

types. See Appointment Sign-up in Celebration Kit.

FOOD

Have lite fare and drinks available for guests. Nothing fancy, just enough to snack on. 

SHARE WITH PALs

This is another great event to share with your PALs. Ask them to share with their community.

They may even want to attend (as a helper or a guest) your Friends and Family Day.

FUNDRAISING FOR CHARITY

You are going to offer your Service for Donation Visit for a donation to a charity. Consider

selecting a charity that can help get the word out about the event. Keep in mind that you will

also need some words for your flyer about the charity.

Friends & Family Day

Consider 
This
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Unique needs for Friends and Family Day

Think Show and Tell. This is your day to show off your practice and how awesome your

services are. Be ready. Have plenty of time in between visitors and guests, to give them the

attention they need. Many of them will be interested in signing up for a Next  Step Visits —

prepare your practice schedule for six (at least). 

WEEK 1 
PREPARE

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan for food (lite fare)

Create Sign-Up List for registered guests and post

Connect with charity about Service for Donation payments

CELEBRATION WEEK

AFTER EVENT

Finalize flyer and e-blast — distribute

Fill in appointments for the day as people sign up

Send announcement out once more

Confirm appointment times for recipients

Prepare schedule for six Next Step Visits (at least)

Send out one last reminder to practice

Check on food and supplies

Enjoy your guests

WEEK 2 
2 WEEKS OUT

WEEK 3 
WEEK BEFORE

Fill out Celebration Report Card 
Send donation to non-profit for Service for Donation payments

Make a plan to touch base with participants who did NOT

indulge in Next Step Visits in a few weeks

Confirm Next Step Visits scheduled

Update Contact List from Celebration Kit 
Send thank you to practice members who participated

Plan next Friends and Family Day
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Flyers

Celebration Kit prepared

Lite fare

Information on charity you are fundraising for

Supply List
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On DATE, we welcome your friends, family, neighbors, teachers, hairdressers,

dentists, podiatrists (and all of their friends and families) to come to the office

and experience our SERVICE FOR DONATION appointments! That means that

all appointments from that day will not only be discounted but they will also be

raising funds for 

CHARITY NAME HERE.

 

ABOUT CHARITY HERE

ABOUT DONATION HERE

RSVP DIRECTIONS HERE

 

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT 

PRACTICE WEBSITE

 

YOUR POLICY ON COMBINING OFFERS HERE

 

Friends & Family Day
PRACTICE NAME HERE

Help share the LOVE we have for 

CRAFT HERE
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GIVING  BACK  TO  THE  GIVERS  OF  YOUR  COMMUNITY

Help the Helpers
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Offer fundraising celebrations in honor of them, raising for a charity that is relevant to

their efforts.

Get flyers and/or postcards created for each offering, ask their community to help

distribute.

Create and submit press releases about your celebrations.

Lean on your PALs for contributions to any celebration Goody Bags. 

Make these celebrations a staple for your practice — you want your community to

know that these are events you offer regularly.

Have practice-branded t-shirts made during the celebration months.

Take photos and videos during the celebrations and use for Social Media sharing —

get the necessary permission before posting.

Have a community picnic for the people who serve your community. Include great

food, live music, fun activities for kids, etc. 

Offer regular Appreciation Days! Open your office up to their community and offer

snacks, free services, Service for Donations Visits, etc.

Have an ongoing offer for the Helpers of your community. Post offer on your website,

on your Social Media page, etc. Create a lead magnet for these communities focused

on a point of interest that they all have in common (stress, great health, etc.).

It’s important to make a big deal out of the people who serve our community members.

We want to etch our appreciation for them in stone, on a regular basis. Whether it's

quarterly, annually, or a couple of times a year, offer special promotions for these

precious community members.

Consider Teachers, Realtors, Fire Fighters, Rescue Squad Members, and Police. If there

are other groups you want to add to this list, add them!

Here are some things to consider when setting up your programs for Helpers: 

Help the Helpers
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Help The Helpers

IDEAS FOR HELPERS' CELEBRATIONS

Realtors’ Week

A week of celebrating the realtors of your community! Realtors tend to be a tight-knit group

and chances are if you win the heart of one, you will win the heart of many.  

Pick a week during the year that you can offer Service for Donation Visits to the realtors of

your community. Choose a charity of choice that they will be excited to support. 

Fire and Rescue Week

There is nothing better than serving the members of the community who literally save lives

daily! Choose one day of the year to donate all of the practice day's proceeds to a fundraiser

for Fire and Rescue Squad Members. Press release this one, share all over Social Media, create

flyers, etc. Let the local squads choose what charity to involve.

Teachers’ Week

Teachers' Week is an amazing way to give back to the most important group of people in our

kids' lives. Regularly commit one week in practice to celebrating teachers of your community! 

Offer them promotional visits, give them goody bags, take great care of them! You could even 

offer a lunch-and-learn at the next teachers' meeting. Start with one school. As you get

comfortable with that school, branch out to another. 

Offer Teachers'  Week in the beginning of the school year, but not too close to the first day of

school. Don't offer Teachers’ Week at the end of the school year because it is such a busy time

in schools.

*Always be sure to offer donations in compliance! Find out what needs to be signed, agreed

on, and what is permitted per your professional regulatory body.

Consider 
This
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Take note.
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AN  EVENING  OF  HOSTING  AND  CONNECTING

WITH  LOCAL  MERCHANTS ,  PRACTITIONERS ,

AND  COMMUNITY  LEADERS

Honey 2 Bee Networking
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WHO

Your community Practice Alliance Leads (PALs), a local reporter to capture the story,

town officials, community leaders, any other participants you think would be interested in

connecting with local professionals.

WHAT

You are throwing a party for your PALs, providing an opportunity for them to establish

referral relationships, enjoy each other's company, and learn about how they can support

each other. The event will include ice-breakers, guest commercials, a spotlight

opportunity for you, and time to mingle and eat.

WHERE

Ideally, this event takes place in your practice, if you can house 20 to 30 people

(sometimes more). If you do not have enough space you may want to have your event at

a local restaurant or meeting hall. If your location charges for guests, you can forward

the fee to guests (as a door fee).

WHEN

The event needs to take place during a time that most practitioners and business owners

can attend — after work, midweek. Try not to make it too late, but keep it late enough so

that those with a full workday can attend. If you are serving dinner, obviously it will need

to be around dinner time. Avoid having this event too close to busy holidays.

WHY

The main purpose of this event is to create community and establish yourself in the center

of that community as somebody who does good for others, while sharing your practice

and its mission with them. You also want to create 1:1 appointments with six guests - time

to spend with them to get to know how you can support each other.

Honey 2 Bee Networking
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A time-keeper for all of the event activities

A collector and organizer of RSVPs

Someone to collect and assemble Goody Bag inserts, and set them up at the event

An extra set of hands to help with set-up and clean-up

a sweet treat

a copy of your Fact Sheet
a practice logo-themed freebie (water bottle, pens, etc.) 

a stack of your business cards in a cute holder, wrapped in cellophane and ribbon

an event schedule

a list of registered guests, their contact info, a fun fact about each

HELPERS 

Consider scouting the following helpers for this event:

GOODY BAGS

Your Goody Bags will feed two birds with one scone; they serve as a separator for ice-

breakers groups and a fun way to gift people practice goodies. You want two different bag

colors (for your two ice-breaker groups). Goody Bags can also serve as a meaningful way to

thank helpers, as you can offer to add their cards/flyers/giveaways in the goody bags (great

exposure opportunity). Include cute honeycomb and bee-themed goodies. 

Guests will grab their Goody Bag after signing in at the event, and will include:

FOOD

Consider food allergies, dietary preferences, etc. Don’t choose heavy food; think lite fare. To

keep things really simple (and free) consider a potluck for your event — asking each guest to

bring a covered dish. If you do make it a potluck — ask guests what they are bringing when

they register — you don’t want to end up with 20 bread trays. If you are ordering food, consider

bartering with one of the local food venues — allow them to put contributions in the Goody

Bags, and perhaps do a commercial for themselves at the event. 

SCHEDULE

Keep your event to about two hours. See sample schedules on the following pages. 

Honey 2 Bee Networking

Consider 
This
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Honey 2 Bee Networking

To create an opportunity for your PALs to connect with each other, demonstrating that you

are somebody who does good for your community

Schedule at least six 1:1's during your event 

Host Spotlight, when you share for a few minutes who you are and what you do — keep it

light and informative and entertaining

OPPORTUNITY

You are essentially bringing all of your PALs together in one place, and showing them how you

do things! This is a GREAT opportunity to create some one-to-one appointments with them.

Have at least six appointment times ready to be scheduled — and make it a goal for the event

to schedule them all before your guests leave.

ICE-BREAKERS

The ice-breakers will be one of the two main scheduled activities for your event. Ice-breakers

are a fun way for strangers to get to know each other, ensuring great connections are made

with your guests. Your guests will be divided into two groups for ice-breakers (Goody Bags are

the distinguisher of which group they are in), and they will partner with someone from the

opposite group that they don't already know. We suggest two ice-breakers for the evening and

allow about 20 minutes for each ice-breaker. Keep in mind that it takes some time for people

to partner up and get started. You will also have participants switch partners between ice-

breakers one and two. 

YOUR GOALS AS A HOST

Remember, this event is not an event for you to talk at people. Flirt, lightly connect, and host.

You have three main focuses for the event: 

1.

2.

3.

GETTING THE WORD OUT

The process of sharing your event with potential PALs gives you a great excuse to reach out to

them! Be well-rehearsed before you go out and share! Know what you are going to say, have

flyers in hand, etc. Use the event as an excuse to finally reach out and connect with your

community members who you don't already know, who are also serving your Perfect Practice
Members. 

RSVP SUGGESTIONS 

Use an online program to make the RSVP process as simple as possible. Collect names, emails,

and cell numbers. Remember, you are going to be adding this information to your Contact List
if it is not already on there. Collect any other necessary information from guests; what they are

bringing if a potluck, who they are bringing if guests are welcome, etc.
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Confirm registered guests

Finalize schedule for the event

Send one more round of invites out

Prepare Goody Bags; include registered guest list with contact

info of each guest

Carve out 6 calendar blocks for 1:1's to be scheduled during

event

Unique needs for Honey 2 Bee Networking: 

You want to get your invites out in plenty of time to RSVP. Think ahead. If you are having

the event at an outside venue, give yourself time to research a good spot. 

WEEK 1 
3 WEEKS OUT

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Plan for supplies 

Plan invite list and prep RSVP process

Recruit helpers for event, decide what you'll need support with

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan for food

Plan Goody Bag inserts

EVENT WEEK

AFTER EVENT

Finalize flyer and e-blast — distribute

Research ice-breakers; select a few that will work for your event

Create a tentative schedule for the event

Prepare your Host Spotlight Talk (five minutes or less)

Send a reminder out to registered guests

Check-in with helpers

Enjoy your event

WEEK 2 
2 WEEKS OUT

WEEK 3 
1 WEEK OUT

Fill out Celebration Report Card
Send a thank you email to guests who attended

Confirm your networking 1:1's from event

Update Contact List from event sign-in sheets

Honey 2 Bee Networking
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6:00 - 6:20 

Sign-in, get settled, eat, grab goody bag, mingle

This time will be a bit chaotic, as people arrive, get settled, grab food, etc. 

6:20 - 6:25 

Review agenda for event 

Announce first ice-breaker — form groups

6:25 - 6:45 

Ice-breaker 1

Keep timer running

6:45 - 6:50 

Announce 2nd ice-breaker 

New groups form

6:50 - 7:10 

Ice-breaker 2

Keep timer running

7:10 - 7:45 

1-2 minute intros — host should go last (Host Spotlight), give thanks for

helpers and for guest attendance, and welcome guests to mingle

7:45 - 8:00 

Mingle, eat, end event
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Welcome, please sign in! 
 
 

Our schedule for the evening: 
 

6:00 - 6:20 sign in, grab food
 

6:20 - 7:10 ice-breakers
 

7:10 - 7:45 introductions
 

7:45 - 8:30 mingle / food / closing

Sample GUEST Schedule
Honey 2 Bee Networking
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Ice-Breakers

NAME THAT TUNE

Take turns whistling, or tapping to the tune of a popular song and have your partner guess the

name of the song. Keep in mind, this can get noisy, but it is super fun. 

THORN, BUD, ROSE

Have both partners share their thorn, bud, and rose from the past week.

Thorn: a week low point, a challenge, or a roadblock from the week 

Bud: something they’re excited for happening in the upcoming week or near future

Rose: a highlight or win from their past week

TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE 

Each partner will think of three facts about themselves — two of these being truthful facts, and

one is made-up. The other partner has to decide which two are true, and which is the lie.

ONE THING TO KNOW 

Each partner comes up with one thing that most people don't know about them, that they are

willing to share with all of the attendees of your event. One Thing Forms can be used to

collect information. During event intros, partners will introduce their partner, sharing One
Thing Form content with the group, on behalf of their partner.

Ice-breakers are a fun way for strangers to get to know one another quickly. Here are a few

ice breakers to get your planning started. If you're not thrilled with them, do some research to

find other options for your event.

Honey 2 Bee Networking

Name _________________________ Company _____________________________

Specialty _______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

One thing to know: _______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

One Thing Form
Collect this information from your partner, and share when introducing them to the group.
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Flyers

Food & beverage for event

Goody Bag inserts

2 different-colored Goody Bags - enough for each guest

Prepared Celebration Kit for event

Any supplies needed for ice breakers

Utensils, plates, cups, etc.

An RSVP program

Honey 2 Bee Networking
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Let's create some community, shall we?

 

Join PRACTITIONER NAME for a lovely evening of networking,

sharing, connecting, and collaborating with local, like-minded

business owners, community leaders, and practitioners! 

 

DATE | TIME | LOCATION

 

RSVP DETAILS

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT 

PRACTICE WEBSITE

 

MESSAGE ABOUT FOOD HERE

Potluck / lite fare / etc.

 

What we need from you: 

INCLUDE WHAT GUESTS NEED TO BRING 

 

Honey 2 Bee
Networking
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Take note.
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AN  EVENT  TO  HONOR  AND  CELEBRATE  THE

KIDS  OF  YOUR  PRACTICE ,  ALL  MONTH  LONG

Kids' Month
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WHO

The amazing kids in your practice (and their inner artists).

WHAT

A month of celebrating health and wellness with the kids of your practice! They will get a

Color It! Sheet, along with some crayons to create a health-focused art project. Once

their creation is complete, it will be displayed for all to enjoy. All participants will get a

Goody Bag, and your PALs will have the opportunity to contribute to them. 

WHERE

All over your office walls!

WHEN

Offer this celebration during the school year, not too close to major holidays. 

WHY

Most of the parents in your office know how grateful you are for their trust and

commitment to the practice. We want to ensure the kids do, too. What better way than to

showcase their artwork and thank them with some fun treats?

Kids' Month
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SUPPLIES

Prepare Color It! Sheets and a collection of crayons for the event. Do NOT provide markers,

as kids can get a BIT TOO CREATIVE with them in the office (walls, etc.). 

PALs INVOLVEMENT

Offer a few of your PALs an opportunity to contribute to the goody bags. You want to offer this

well in advance so they have time to prepare and plan their contributions. 

I      MY  PRODUCTS

Order t-shirts, hats, stickers, etc., to give to the kids during the month. Order well in advance.

Keep the design simple, clear, and cute. Order in neutral colors and enough for each size. 

ARTWORK SHARING

Decide where you are going to showcase the artwork! Some practices like to use their

Celebration Board, others let the kids decide where their display will be!

Take photos of the artwork! Just make sure the kids did not include their last name on the

Color It! Sheet - if they do, white it out. Use photos for advertising on Social Media.

Once the event is over, take all of the artwork and create a scrapbook with it. Display book in

common area for all to see.

Be compliant! If kids put their full name on their artwork, get any necessary permission needed

to share it or white it out.

GOODY BAGS

Have Goody Bags ready to go for each participant. Make sure the bags include some fun toys

and sweet treats. Think healthy, allergy-friendly treats. 

Kids' Month

Consider 
This
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Unique needs for Kids' Month

This is a celebration to invite PALs to participate (goody bags). Give yourself plenty of time

for ordering, announcing, printing, and assembling. Before your Week 1 - send a heads up to

PALs that you want them to participate.

Kids' Month

WEEK 1 
PREPARE

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Plan for supplies — get crayons and other coloring materials

Plan coloring area in office, cover surfaces as needed

Order custom promotional products

Create Color It! Sheets and space for them to be displayed

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan other Goody Bag inserts/assemble bags

Finalize flyer and e-blast — distribute

Set up office with decorations, Color It! Sheets, and project

area

Take photos of artwork, share on Social Media

WEEK 2 
GO TIME

Send another announcement about Kids' Month to practice

Display artwork as it is completed

Take photos of artwork, post on Social Media

WEEK 3 
2ND WEEK PROGRAM

AFTER EVENT Fill out Celebration Report Card 

Send a personal email to the practice sharing your gratitude for

the opportunity to serve their children

Send thank you's to PALs who contributed

WEEK 4
FINAL WEEK PROGRAM

Send one last announcement about Kids' Month to practice

Display artwork as it is completed

Take photos of artwork, post on Social Media
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Flyers

Goody Bag inserts

Color It! Sheets

Prepared Celebration Kit for event

Crayons and other art project supplies

Caps, onesies, stickers with practice info on them

Permission slips to share artwork

KIDS' MONTH
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Join PRACTICE NAME as we celebrate the kids of our practice, their

vibrance, and their continued health journey!

 

During the month of MONTH HERE each child in our practice will get a 

Color It! Sheet to create health-focused art with! 

 

We will decorate our office with their creations all month long! 

 

Each artist will receive a Goody Bag for participating.

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT 

PRACTICE WEBSITE

 

MENTION PALs HERE FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION.

 

DIRECTIONS FOR COLOR IT SHEETS HERE.

 

Kids' Month
at PRACTICE NAME
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Color It!
Draw a picture of what HEALTH looks like to you.

Artist First Name:                                          Artist Age: 
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Take note.
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AN  ORANGE-THEMED  OFFICE  CELEBRATION  TO

BUILD  YOUR  PRACTICE  WHILE  RAISING  FUNDS

FOR  A  CHARITY

Orange You Happy?!
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Orange You Glad!?

WHO

Your practice members, their friends and family. 

WHAT

A three-week promotional event for your practice members to invite friends and family

to the office to experience your care. You will provide cards for Service for Donation
Visits. Decorating the office is a big part of this! Get creative — use bowls of oranges,

pens with pumpkins on them, etc. All of the Service for Donation Visits will happen

during the Celebration Week of the event. 

WHERE

Your office. 

WHEN

Ideally during a time when ORANGE is a prevalent theme. Not too close to major

holidays.

WHY

If you give your practice members a reason to celebrate and share your practice with

their loved ones, they will do it! This is also another great way to give back to your

community by fundraising for a charity.
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SUPPLIES NEEDED

Orange You Happy?! Cards and flyers will need to be created with a full stock of copies on

hand. You want plenty of treats ready to go, all month long; decorate with pumpkins, gourds,

and oranges, offer bowls of tangerines and oranges, find some cute pens and pencils with

pumpkins or oranges on them to include in the giveaways. Some practices will get Orange

You Happy?! freebies (pins, pens, stickers, bumper stickers, etc.) for the celebration.

FUNDRAISING FOR CHARITY

You are going to offer your Service for Donation Visits for a donation to a charity. Consider

selecting a charity that can help out, get the word out, help with assembling Goody Bags, and

any other help you may need. Keep in mind that you will also need some words for your flyer

about the charity.

GET THE WORD OUT

See flyer; give yourself plenty of time to personalize and distribute.

PACE YOURSELF

This is a long one; it lasts for a few weeks!

GIFT GIVING

This is an opportunity for people to share their love of your practice with the people they love!

Yay! Inspire them to talk it up and make a big deal of it. 

Notes

Orange You Happy?!

Consider 
This
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Unique needs for Orange You Happy?!: 

You will need cards, orange EVERYTHING for decor, perhaps some pins, hats, shirts, etc. -

so plan ahead. This is a Service for Donation event — be sure to connect with your charity

well in advance.

WEEK 1 
PREP WEEK

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Plan for supplies — including Orange You Happy?! Cards
Connect with charity; get their words for flyer

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan for any food and decorations needed

Order promotional products

Plan Goody Bag inserts

CELEBRATION WEEK

AFTER EVENT

Decorate office

Complete flyer and e-blast — distribute

Assemble Goody Bags

Check in with charity

Refresh office decorations

Confirm registered guests

Prepare Goody Bags

Send a reminder out to registered guests

Secure Next Step Visits in schedule

Enjoy the week!

WEEK 2 
ANNOUNCEMENT WEEK

WEEK 3 
ONE WEEK TO GO TIME

Fill out Celebration Report Card 
Send donation to charity for Service for Donation Visits
Make a plan to touch base with participants who did NOT

indulge in Next Step Visit in a few weeks

Confirm any Next Step Visits scheduled

Update Contact List  from Celebration Kit 

Orange You Happy?!
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Flyers

Card stock for Orange You Happy!? cards

Oranges, tangerines, clementines to give away (replenish weekly)

Ribbon, bags, inserts for Goody Bags (think orange)

Prepared Celebration Kit for event

Pumpkins and gourds to decorate office with

Orange You
Happy?!
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Orange You
Happy?!

Let's celebrate PRACTICE NAME during the month of MONTH, together! 

 

Invite a friend, loved one, colleague, etc. for a SERVICE FOR DONATION visit

during the month of MONTH HERE.

 

Grab a stack of Orange You Happy?! Cards, and share all month long! 

 

Guests will be offered our Service for Donation Visit for a discounted fee,

and all contributions will be donated to CHARITY HERE.

 

Each guest will get a Goody Bag filled with fun treats.

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT 

PRACTICE WEBSITE

 

Special thanks to PALs HERE
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Orange You
Happy?!

$$$

WEBSITE or PHONE TO RSVPOffer good from DATE to DATE
Practice mission or tagline
Service for Donation Description & Fee

Orange You
Happy?!

$$$

WEBSITE or PHONE TO RSVPOffer good from DATE to DATE
Practice mission or tagline
Service for Donation Description & Fee

Orange You Happy?! Cards
Print on card stock
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Take note.
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A  CELEBRATION  FOR  THE  FATHERS  AND

FATHER  FIGURES  OF  YOUR  PRACTICE

Picture This!
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WHO

The fathers and father figures of your practice, and your PALs.

WHAT

Fathers of your practice will bring in a photograph that represents their experience of

being a father or father figure. They will fill out a Picture This! Card, sharing what they

love most about their role of fathering. Their card and photo will be displayed on your

Celebration Board all month long. Each participant will receive a Goody Bag. PALs are

invited to offer Goody Bag contributions.

WHERE

This is an in-house celebration! You will have a resource area with directional flyers,

Picture This! Cards to complete, supplies, etc. 

WHEN

During a time that dads are usually celebrated — but not too close to major holidays.

This is a month-long celebration.

WHY

We want the fathers and father figures of our practices to know how much we support

and celebrate them for all that they do.

Picture This!
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SUPPLIES NEEDED

You will need to prepare Picture This! Cards and flyers. You are also going to be creating

Goody Bags for the fathers. You will need space on your Celebration Board for Picture This!
Cards and photos.

PHOTOS FOR SHARING

This is a great event to take a bunch of photos and share on Social Media! Remember to be

compliant and get the necessary permission needed before posting! 

GIFT GIVING

Have Goody Bags ready to go for each father/father figure who participates. Include creative

ingredients. See Goody Bags and Car Kits in Resources. 

HOLD ON TO THAT LOVE

Once the event is over, take all of the Picture This! Cards and photos and create a

scrapbook with them. Display the scrapbook in the waiting area for all to see. 

Notes

Picture This!

Consider 
This
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Picture This!
Unique needs for Picture This!

Keep in mind that most fathers have very busy lives, with kids, work, etc. Be sensitive to their

schedules, their ability to participate in this event, and what time of year this will work best

for them. 

WEEK 1 
PREPARE TO SHARE

Prepare flyer, e-blast, and Picture This! Cards
Send PALs an invite to add to Goody Bags

Plan for any other supplies

Prepare Celebration Kit
Prep Celebration Board for completed Picture This! Cards
Order promotional products for Goody Bags

CELEBRATION MONTH

BEGINS

AFTER EVENT

Decorate office

Finalize flyer and e-blast — distribute

Collect PALs Goody Bag contributions

Assemble Goody Bags

Resupply flyers

Send practice heads up that Picture This! is starting next week

Send a reminder out to practice with direction

Have Goody Bags ready to go

Display cards and photos as they are completed on Celebration
Board

WEEK 2 
2 WEEKS OUT

WEEK 3 
1 WEEK OUT

Fill out Celebration Report Card 
Thank PALs who contributed

Take cards and photos down once over, create a scrapbook for

event and display in public area of office

Send a email out to the practice celebrating your community

fathers and father figures
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Flyers

Card stock for Picture This! cards          

Ribbon, bags, inserts for Goody Bags

Prepared Celebration Kit for event

Celebration Board ready for display

Picture This!
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PRACTICE NAME is so grateful for the fathers and father figures of

our community, and we can't wait to spend the month of MONTH

celebrating you! 

 

Bring a photo to the office that best represents your role as a father!

Fill out one of our Picture This! Cards, and post your share on our

Celebration Board.

 

Each participant will receive a Goody Bag with contributions from 

PALs WHO CONTRIBUTED HERE

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT 

PRACTICE WEBSITE

 

 

Picture This! starts on DATE HERE, 

and goes through DATE HERE.

 

At the end of the month, we will take all of the photos and cards and

create a Picture This! Scrapbook, which will be on display in our

ROOM HERE.

Picture This!
A month-long celebration for the fathers

and father figures of our practice
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Name:

What I love most about fathering:

Name:

What I love most about fathering:

Name:

What I love most about fathering:

Name:

What I love most about fathering:

Picture This! Cards
Print on card stock.
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Take note.

   



 

A  CARE-TO-SHARE  EVENT  FOR  YOUR

COMMUNITY  TO  SUPPORT  AND  RECOGNIZE

YOU  ONLINE

Tag, You're it!
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WHO

Your practice members and their online communities.

WHAT

For an entire month, you and your practice members will celebrate your practice efforts

by tagging, doing “drop-ins” when in office, rating, and reviewing you online.

WHERE

Online, Social Media, review sites.

WHEN

During a quiet month, away from the holidays. 

WHY

The people you serve want a way to share you, support you, and celebrate you. If you

provide them with ways to do so, they will jump in! Their sharing will serve as a priceless

testimonial of your care, talents, offerings, practice information, etc.

Tag, You're It!
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SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS

Provide your practice members with direction to share how awesome you are. Keep your

instructions simple. You will have people in your community who want to celebrate you, but

are not tech-savvy. Make it easy for them to understand what to do. 

OPTIONS ARE KEY

Some people will want to tag you, some will want to do a drop-in on Social Media. Some will

want to review your practice. Some people may even want to do a live video interviewing you

on Social Media (always a fun option). Some of your folks will want to give you a hand-written

share — be sure to set some time aside to type up their share and post for them! 

For people who do NOT want to go online, provide them with Brag Sheets (see Celebration
Kit).

STAY ON TOP OF THINGS

You will need to keep up with Social Media tags/drop-ins and reviews all month long so that

you can thank participants accordingly, and track progress. If you are not someone who likes

being online, this could be a great job to delegate. 

JUST GO FOR IT!

It may feel awkward to ask people to share about their experience and/or participation with

your practice publicly — but remember that many people LOVE to share about themselves.

Keep it light, and don’t pressure your community — if they want to participate, they will.

BE COMPLIANT

If you are posting for people, doing videos with them, etc. make sure you have them sign what

needs to be signed to stay compliant. 

QR CODES

This is a great event to build your QR CODE muscles! Create QR codes for all of the different

ways people can celebrate you! See QR CODES For Easy Access in Resources.

Tag, You're It!

Consider 
This
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Unique needs for Tag, You're It!

This is a three-week event, with one week of prep.
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PREP WEEK

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Print Brag Sheets
Decide what online celebrations you are going to request with

this event

Figure out wording for easy, step-by-step instructions for

participants to follow

Prepare Celebration Kit

AFTER EVENT

Finalize flyer and e-blast — distribute

Create an area for Brag Sheets to be filled out and handed in

Check online a few times this week to see who tagged you and

what reviews were left for you

Send a note of thanks to participants

WEEK 2 
GO TIME

WEEK 3 
2ND WEEK OF EVENT

Fill out Celebration Report Card
Look for any written testimonials to type up and share online

Take Brag Sheets and put in scrapbook, display in common

area

WEEK 4 
LAST WEEK OF EVENT

Send reminder out to practice that there is one more week to

participate

Check online a few times this week to see who tagged you and

what reviews were left for you

Send a note of thanks to participants

Send reminder out to practice that this is the last week to

participate

Check in online a few times this week to see who tagged you

and what reviews were left for you

Send a note of thanks to participants

Tag, You're It!
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Flyers

Celebration Kit

Brag Sheets on clipboards

Tag, You're It!
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Leave us a review on your favorite review platform 

Let's go live on your Social Media channels

Drop-in on Facebook while you are in the office

Email us a testimonial to share with the community

Fill out a Brag Sheet in our office - we will type it up and share it

online

Some options for participation: 

To review us: DIRECTIONS HERE

To tag us: DIRECTIONS HERE

To drop-in: DIRECTIONS HERE

To email us a testimonial: DIRECTIONS HERE

Share your love for our practice 
with the world! 

 

Join us for an online CRAFT HERE party! Tag us, share us, rate us, review

us, drop-in, celebrate us! Share our practice with the community.  

Let's get people healthier, together.

 

Don't want to go online? No worries! 

Fill out a Brag Sheet and we will do the work for you!

 

Tag - You're It!
A gratitude celebration for 

PRACTICE NAME

PRACTICE STATEMENT 

PRACTICE WEBSITE
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A  PRACTICE  BUILDING  FUNDRAISER  IN  SUPPORT  OF

A  LOCAL  GREEN  ORGANIZATION

Well Planted
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WHO

Practice members, their friends and family, and your PALs. Invite a local green charity to

get involved. Decide if you want this to be a public event or just a celebration for your

practice. 

WHAT

This is an event to celebrate new beginnings and/or spring. It also serves as a

fundraiser for a local green charity. Each person will have a seedling to plant in a

pretty cup of soil. You will offer Service for Donation Visits to guests who are not yet

practice members in exchange for a donation to green charity.

WHERE

Ideally, this event is held at your office — if you have an outside space to hold it in, that

would be even better. It will get messy, please keep that in mind!

WHEN

This is a family event, so offer it at a time when families are out and about — not too

close to major holidays. Consider offering this celebration when your community is

celebrating GREEN awareness.

WHY

You want your community to know that yours is a practice that supports green

awareness, green organizations, etc. This fundraiser will demonstrate your love for

doing good and environmental causes.

Well Planted
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A helper for the seedling planters

A scheduling coordinator for Service for Donation Visits
An extra set of hands for set-up and break-down

SUPPLIES NEEDED

You're going to get your hands dirty with this one — have fragile surfaces covered and be

prepared with the right supplies. You're going to need towels, pots, potting soil, seedlings, and

clean-up supplies.

A lot of these supplies can be donated by a local florist or plant shop in exchange for

advertising (on the flyer, or they could have a table at your event) to your community.

Be sure to mention that the event is a fundraiser — you have better success with supply

donations!

GET THE WORD OUT

See flyer; give yourself plenty of time to personalize and distribute. Ask PALs and charity to

help spread the word. They can send out an e-blast with your flyer attached, or share on Social

Media.

HELPERS

You may want to recruit a few helpers for this event. Think practice members, PALs who may

want to get their hands dirty, etc. You can also recruit helpers from the charity you are

fundraising for.

Great help will include: 

SNACKS

Consider offering lite fare and drinks. No more than that is needed. It could be fun to have a

local bakery prepare some kind of green, tree-shaped cookies or cupcakes. Keep ingredients

wholesome and as allergy-friendly as possible. 
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Well Planted

Consider 
This
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Thank-you to helpers

A word or two from charity representative

A brief talk about new life, and how the work you do supports new life/new beginnings

CHARITY

You are going to be offering Service for Donation Visits to fundraise with, choose a charity

that focuses on green living and/or environmental causes. There are plenty to choose from in

most areas. Many local chapters will even help you get the word out about your event if you

want to open it up to the public! It could get big! Ask the charity to send over a representative

or two to help out at the event, give them a chance to share with your guests what the charity

is all about. Be sure to get some wording from that charity for your flyer.

SCHEDULE

Keep your event around two hours. You want to plan a tentative flow for the event to include: 

GRAB SOME PHOTOS

This is a great event to get plenty of photos and share on Social Media. Tag your charity

pages, practice members who participated, etc. Always post in compliance.

Notes

Well Planted
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Well Planted
Unique needs for Well Planted

Consider messes, time of year, and busy schedules. If possible, involve a green organization

(or two) who is willing to lend a hand, help get the word out, etc. 

WEEK 1 
START TO PREP

Decide on charity and reach out to them, get wording for flyer

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Plan for supplies — reach out to a few florists to see if they want

to participate

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan for lite fare

Decide how you want people to RSVP and create a system for it

EVENT WEEK

AFTER EVENT

Finalize flyer and e-blast — be sure to thank florist and

acknowledge charity on flyer

Send flyer and e-blast out

Collect planting supplies

Check on guest list

Prep schedule of how the event will flow 

Check in with charity

Finalize lite fare plan

Set aside Service for Donation Visit times in your schedule

Prep Celebration Kit

Get food and supplies

Finalize supplies for planters

Enjoy your guests

WEEK 2 
2 WEEKS TO GO

WEEK 3 
WEEK BEFORE EVENT

Fill out Celebration Report Card 
Make a plan to touch base with participants who did NOT

indulge in Service for Donation Visits 
Confirm Service for Donation Visits scheduled

Update Contact List from Celebration Kit 
Send thank you to donators

Send check to charity

Send thank you to charity
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Flyers

Lite Fare

Table covers

Cleaning supplies

Soil, towels for clean up, shovels for soil, pots, seedlings, etc.

Prepared Celebration Kit 

Well Planted
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DATE    TIME    LOCATION

RSVP DETAILS
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Plant some life with us!
Join us for a SEEDLING CELEBRATION!

Plant a seedling, take it home, and watch it grow!

PRACTICE NAME will provide all of the necessities. 

 

PRACTICE NAME is committed to serving our community with great 

CRAFT HERE care.

 

Special thanks to PLANT SHOP NAME for making this event a success! 

 

REQUESTS FOR RSVP

 

PRACTICE NAME will be offering their Service For Donation Visits 

ABOUT SERVICE FOR DONATION HERE. 

 

All proceeds will go to CHARITY NAME HERE

WORDING FROM CHARITY

 

WEBSITE

PRACTICE STATEMENT

 

Feel free to invite friends to enjoy this fun event! 

All are welcome!

Well Planted
A celebration of life and growth with PRACTICE NAME
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A  EDUCATIONAL  EVENT  SHARING  THE  HOW  AND

WHY  OF  YOUR  PRACTICE

Wellness Workshop
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WHO

Your practice members, future practice members, their friends & family, and your PALs.

WHAT

A new-client orientation, held weekly or monthly, depending on the pace of your

practice and how fast it is growing. This is your time to educate your new practice

members, share who you are with them, give some history of your practice and

profession, etc. Invite people who have been part of your practice for a while to attend

and share their story. 

WHERE

If you can, best to have this event at your office to get your new guests familiar with

your space. If you space isn't big enough, consider renting a space, using a PAL’s

office, a restaurant, etc. Keep it simple, this is an event you hold regularly, so try to

keep costs to a minimum. 

WHEN

Offer this event when your Perfect Practice Members are available. Consider busy

schedules and what makes the most sense. Keep it to an hour, and avoid holidays or

high family time. 

WHY

Education is key to a successful practice. This is your time to share with your new

clients! Share what you want EVERYONE who joins your practice to know. 

Wellness Workshop
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GUEST LIST

Try (with all of your might) to get your new clients to bring their spouse, partner, or a friend.

This is a great way to share what you do with potential practice members. 

You want to consider making this event mandatory(ish) for practice members. Have a tickler

system to identify who has attended, and who still needs to. Keep it updated and make a habit

of reaching out to people who still need to attend. 

This is a great opportunity to get your PALs to your office and educate them about what you

do/don’t do. You can also consider holding a Journey to Wellness at their location, for their

community members. 

If you have other practitioners that work with you/for you, ask them to attend regularly. Even if

it is just to poke their head in and introduce themselves. 

Save space during the talk for all of the people who have already experienced your care to

share a few words. Give them a heads up that you may call on them to share. You may even

want to use current practice members for a demonstration treatment; showing your guests

what a treatment with you looks like.  

Be clear on your boundaries with kids coming to this event. You are educating, so you need

focus and quiet. What works best for you/your attendees? 

SNACKS

Have lite fare and drinks available for guests. Nothing fancy, just enough to snack on.

SEATING

Make sure the seating at your event is comfortable. They are going to be sitting for a good

hour, so best to pay attention to seating comfort. 

GET THE WORD OUT

Have a sticker on the back of your business card (or print directly on it) with a short description

of your Journey to Wellness and a reference to signing up. Consider using QR codes for

announcing and registration links (see QR CODES For Easy Access).

Wellness Workshop

Consider 
This
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PRESENTATION

Some practitioners like to use presentations, others like to just have a discussion. Decide the

most effective way to share what you do with your guests.

TIMING

It’s best to make this event at a regularly scheduled time/location. People like routine — if

they know your Wellness Workshop is the second Thursday of every month, they will be a lot

more likely to share it.

EVENT FORMS

Place a Wellness Workshop Feedback Form under each chair (with a pen) offering your

attendees an opportunity to give feedback on the presentation, refer a friend or family

member to the next one, connect you with their groups and communities, even sign up a

friend or family member for a Service for Donation Visit. 

Prepare a sign-in sheet for your event. Keep all completed sign-in sheets in a file to

reference who has attended and who still needs to. Be sure to update your Contact List as

your guests provide information.

Wellness Workshop

Notes
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WEEK 4
EVENT WEEK

Get food and supplies

Prepare Wellness Workshop Feedback Forms with clipboards

Check in with demonstration treatment person

Enjoy your guests

Wellness Workshop
Unique needs for Wellness Workshops

This is your time to shine! Shine the details of what you do, and perhaps what you don't do.

Make sure you plan well in advance what you are going to say, and how you are going to

say it. 

WEEK 1 
PREPARE

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan for lite fare

Decide how you want people to RSVP and create a system for it

Finalize flyer and email — send out

Check on guest list; update sign-up system

Prep talk and supplies for talk

Choose demonstration treatment person and connect with them

Send reminder to practice about event

Practice talk, make changes as needed

Finalize Celebration Kit

WEEK 2 
2 WEEKS TO GO

WEEK 3 
NEXT WEEK IS EVENT

AFTER EVENT Fill out Celebration Report Card 
Confirm Service for Donation Visits scheduled

Update Contact List from Celebration Kit
Send thank you to practice members who attended

Schedule next Wellness Workshop
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Flyers

Lite Fare

Feedback forms on clipboards with pens

Celebration Kit for event

Wellness Workshop
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Wellness Workshop Feedback

Name: __________________________________ Cell: _________________________

Email: __________________________________ Referred by: ___________________

Town of Residence: _____________________________________________________

What was your main takeaway from today's presentation?

_____________________________________________________________________

For new friends, please check off all that apply:
      I would like to schedule an appointment with this practice 
      I would like to schedule an appointment for someone else with this practice
      I do not want to schedule an appointment at this time

If you're scheduling for another person, please provide their name and best 
form of contact: 

______________________________________________________________________

Check off the following that apply to you: 
      I would like to schedule a presentation at my place of work
      I would like to schedule a presentation in my community
      I would like to schedule a presentation in my home with a bunch of friends
      Please add me to your email list for any future educational opportunities
      I would like to be added to your Weekly Wellness Text Thread

Check off one of the following:
      I'm currently under the care of PRACTITIONER CRAFT HERE
      I am not currently under the care of PRACTITIONER CRAFT HERE 
      I choose not to answer

Thank you for your time. We loved having you! 
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at www.joyfilledpractice.com
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Join us for an evening of education and connection at LOCATION. Your understanding of

what we do at PRACTICE NAME and why we do it is just as important as HOW we do it. 

 

This hour-long, fun-filled presentation will outline the key points of how our care creates

GREAT CHANGE for your life and your health!

 

LOCATION

TIME

DATE

 

 

RSVP DETAILS

 

Lite fare will be served.

 

Please bring registered friends and family members to learn about our care.

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT

PRACTICE WEBSITE

 

 

Wellness Workshop
An interactive workshop with PRACTITIONER NAME.
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A  LUNCH-AND-LEARN  FOR  THE  MOMS  OF  YOUR

PRACTICE  AND  THEIR  MAMA-FRIENDS

What's In YourBag, Mama?
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What's In Your
Bag, Mama?

WHO

The moms of your practice, the moms of your PAL's communities, friends of all of the

moms. 

WHAT

A lunch-and-learn for mamas — held at a PAL's office, or a practice member's home. This

is a time to educate, share good food, share your knowledge, host a fun event, create

community, and attract new practice members. Your host(ess) will be providing the venue

and the guest list. They will also be sending out announcements to get people interested.

WHERE

At a practice member’s home or place of work, or at a PAL's office. 

WHEN

Weekends are ideal, as people tend to be more relaxed and their schedule is more

flexible. You are entertaining moms, so think about what works best for their schedules.

WHY

This is a fun-filled event to share great information about raising kids naturally while

building your practice. 
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YOUR MAIN FOCUS

Show what you know! Fill one diaper bag with toxic items that you would NEVER recommend.

Fill another bag with great items that you would recommend over and over. Ask a local PAL to

donate the items, in exchange for name dropping/coupons for attendees. Include creams,

snacks, wipes, diapers, toys, medications, drinks, etc.

SHARING FROM GUESTS

Save time for people who have experienced your care to share a few words at your event.

You will be surprised at how much people love to hear about other's experiences with you. 

KIDS?

Have a plan for kids coming to this event. Most of your moms are going to need a solution for

their kids, especially little ones. It may be wise to hire a sitter for the event. Remember, you are

educating, you need focus and quiet. What works best for you? Your attendees? 

FOOD

Plan food well in advance. You can CERTAINLY make this a potluck. Budget for about $15 per

person if you are catering. Think sandwiches, soup share, etc. Be healthy but cost-effective.

GOODY BAGS

It’s great to have a Goody Bag ready to go for each participant, with a flyer for any upcoming

practice events. Offer your PALs the opportunity to contribute to the Goody Bags. 

BE READY TO FUNDRAISE

You want to show up to this event with a goal in mind! Be ready to offer Service for
Donation Visits, Ready, Set, Go Folders, etc. Consider fundraising for a local mom-focused

charity. If you do choose a charity, be sure to collect words for your flyer/announcement from

the charity you choose.
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What's in Your Bag, Mama?

Consider 
This
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What's in Your Bag, Mama?
GUEST LIST

Your host(ess) will need to have at least 25 friends/colleagues to invite, and a minimum of 10

will need to attend to make it worth your time and effort. You will thank the host(ess) by

arranging a massage or house-cleaning for them.

HOST COMMUNICATION

Use Host(ess) with the Mostest to collect all of the necessary information to ensure the

hosting space is ideal for your event. 

PALs INVOLVEMENT

Offer your PALs the opportunity to add to Goody Bags. Getting them involved could trigger a 

 conversation to have a similar event for their community at their place!

RSVP's

Organize your guest list to RSVP with you, not the event host(ess). This will ensure Contact List
growth and control over guest communication. 

Notes
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What's In Your Bag, Mama?
Unique needs for What's In Your Bag, Mama?

Think Show and Tell. You are sharing great tips about raising kids naturally with show-and-

tell products. Keep in mind, because this event is off-campus (from your office) you need to

be respectful of timing/deadlines. Don't outstay your welcome, show up on time, etc. 

WEEK 1 
PREPARE

Send Host(ess) with Mostest to host(ess) with event details

Prepare flyer and email for host(ess) to send out

Connect with charity if you are fundraising, collect words for flyer

Connect with PALs to to contribute to Goody Bags

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan for food 

Coordinate host(ess) gift

Decide how you want people to RSVP and create system for it

EVENT WEEK

AFTER EVENT

Check in with host(ess)

Continue plans for food

Gather and collect Goody Bag needs, assemble bags

Keep guest list updated

Prep talk and supplies for talk

Send letter of excitement to guest list

Check in with host(ess) — coordinate their gift

Prep food

Finalize Goody Bags

Prep diaper bags

Set aside Service for Donation Visits times 
Prep Ready, Set, Go Folders

Confirm food

Finalize Goody Bags

Enjoy your guests

WEEK 2 
CONTINUE TO PREP

WEEK 3
EVENT IS NEXT WEEK

Fill out Celebration Report Card 
Make a plan to touch base with participants who did NOT

indulge in Service for Donation Visits 
Confirm Service for Donation Visits scheduled

Update Contact List from Celebration Kit 
Send thank you to host(ess), PALs, and guests
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Diaper Bag filled with toxic baby/kid items

Diaper Bag filled with healthy baby/kid items

Gift for host(ess) 

Meals for guests

Goody Bag inserts and Goody Bags

What's In Your Bag, Mama?

Celebration Kit for event
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WHAT'S IN YOUR BAG, MAMA? 
A fundraising lunch and learn for the friends of HOST(ess) NAME HERE.

Spend a couple of hours with PRACTITIONER NAME HERE of PRACTICE

NAME HERE learning the go-to-solutions for raising kids naturally. 

 

Enjoy a lovely lunch from LUNCH VENUE HERE, meet new friends, and learn

some great information from a master of HER/HIS craft.

 

DATE / TIME / LOCATION

RSVP INSTRUCTIONS

 

IF YOU ARE CHARGING, SAY SO HERE.

 

PRACTITIONER NAME HERE will be offering all guests a Service for Donation
Visit, and all proceeds will be donated to CHARITY NAME HERE. 

 

ABOUT CHARITY HERE.

WEBSITE

PRACTICE STATEMENT
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A  LOVE-THEMED  CELEBRATION  FOR  PRACTICE

MEMBERS  TO  SHARE  YOUR  GIFTS  WITH  THEIR

FRIENDS  AND  FAMILY

With Love...
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WHO

Your practice members, their friends and family. 

WHAT

A three-week promotional event for your practice members, welcoming their friends and

family to the office to experience your care. This event is a fundraiser with Service for
Donation Visits. 

Decorating the office is a big part of this! Get creative — use heart-shaped snacks and

goodies! Think pens, pencils, stickers, chocolates, etc. All of the Service for Donation
Visits take place during the actual Celebration Week of With Love... 

You will book Next Step Visits during your Service For Donation Visits. These are the

visits that follow your Service for Donation Visit, and include the next steps to becoming

a member of your practice (perhaps a report visit, a regular treatment, etc.). 

WHERE

Your office.

WHEN

Ideally during a time when LOVE THEMES are prevalent.

WHY

If you give your practice members a reason to celebrate and share your practice with

their loved ones, they will do it! This is also another great way to give back to your

community by fundraising for a charity. 

With Love...
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SUPPLIES NEEDED

You will need to prep With Love Cards and flyers (see following pages), keep plenty in stock.

Have a consistent source of heart-themed treats to give away and decorate the office with.

Some practices will get I     MY goodies made (pins, pens, stickers, bumper stickers, etc.). This

is a great idea if the budget allows.

FUNDRAISING FOR CHARITY

You are going to offer your Service for Donation Visits for a donation to a charity. Consider

selecting a charity that can help out, get the word out, help with assembling goody bags,

whatever help you may need. Keep in mind that you will also need some words for your flyer

about the charity.

GET THE WORD OUT

See flyer; give yourself plenty of time to personalize and distribute. You will have two weeks of

getting the word out, then Celebration Week. Celebration Week is the week you are offering

Service for Donation Visits, and scheduling Next Step Visits.

PACE YOURSELF

This is a long one: it lasts for a few weeks so be sure to plan ahead!

GIFT GIVING

This is an opportunity for people to share their love of your practice with the people they love!

Yay! Inspire them to talk it up and make a big deal of it. 

Consider 
This
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With Love...
Unique needs for With Love...

You will need cards, love-themed EVERYTHING for decor, perhaps some pins, hats, shirts,

etc. This is a Service for Donation event (fundraising for a charity) so be sure to connect

with your charity well in advance.

WEEK 1 
STARTS NEXT WEEK

Prepare flyer and e-blast

Plan for supplies — including With Love Cards
Connect with charity, get words about them for flyer

Prepare Celebration Kit
Plan celebration food-based treats

Plan decorations and giveaways, order what you need

Plan Goody Bag inserts

CELEBRATION WEEK

AFTER EVENT

Decorate office with heart and love theme

Complete flyer and e-blast — distribute

Assemble Goody Bags for guests

Check in with charity

Refresh office decorations

Confirm registered guests

Prepare Goody Bags and Next Step Visit times

Send a reminder out to registered guests

Secure Next Step Visits in schedule

Enjoy the week!

WEEK 2 
GET THE WORD OUT

WEEK 3 
PREPARE FOR GUESTS

Complete Celebration Report Card 
Send donation to charity for Service for Donations
Make a plan to touch base with participants who did NOT

indulge in Next Step Visit in a few weeks

Confirm any Next Step Visits scheduled

Update contact lists from Celebration Kit 
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Flyers

Card stock for With Love Cards

Heart themed treats - replenish weekly

Ribbon, bags, inserts for Goody Bags (think hearts)

Prepared Celebration Kit for event

With Love...
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If you love what we do (and we think you do) and you want to share it with your

community, here is a REALLY fun and easy way to make that happen! 

 

During the month of MONTH gift the people in your life 

With Love Cards. 

 

During the week of WEEK DATES HERE, your friends and family can come to

the office for a Service for Donation Visit. 

(SERVICE HERE discounted, proceeds go to CHARITY NAME HERE.)

 

WORDS FROM CHARITY HERE

 

PRACTICE STATEMENT

 

You can grab a stack of With Love Cards at LOCATION OF CARDS and gift

them to all of your loved ones. Thanks for participating!

 

P.S. - your friends will need to RSVP for a Service For Donation Visit. 

With Love Cards have all of the details.

With Love...
A fundraising celebration with

PRACTICE NAME HERE

PRACTICE WEBSITE
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$$$
Offer good from DATE to DATE
Practice mission or tagline
Service for Donation Description

With 
Love

RSVP Direct ions
WEBSITE or PHONE TO RSVP

$$$
Offer good from DATE to DATE
Practice mission or tagline
Service for Donation Description

RSVP Direct ions
WEBSITE or PHONE TO RSVP

With Love Cards
Print on card stock
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I
 
 

PRACTICE
NAME

FRONT

I
 
 
 

PRACTICE NAME

I
 
 

PRACTICE
NAME

Ideas for I      MY gear 
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Take note.

   



Take note.

   



I celebrate my community! 

 

I celebrate their differences, their similarities, their loves, their passions, their fears, their questions,

their concerns, their knowing, their ignorance, 

their bliss - all of it! 

 

I celebrate them because they have chosen me. I celebrate them because they will choose me. I

celebrate them, even if they don't choose me. 

 

I celebrate them, and the bliss and abundance of celebration comes back to me ten-fold.

 

Celebrations are my key to enjoying the process. 

 

Celebrations are the way I know how to show up and love what I do.  

 

Celebrations are my go-to solution for bringing them in, loving them up, and honoring who they are. 

 

I am a Wellness Practitioner. 

I practice in joy.
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GRAB-AND-GO ITEMS 

FOR PRACTICE CELEBRATIONS
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Your Celebration Kit is your ready-to-go package for all of your celebrations and events. The

following are the documents and forms to use for your practice celebrations. Personalize your

Celebration Kit with your brand, disclaimers, contact information, etc. Have your kit ready to go

at all times.

Have copies of all of the forms you deem necessary for each celebration. Get the advice of a

legal professional to tell you what to include on the signature forms. Don't drop this detail. 

Prepare your Celebration Kit with Ready, Set, Go Folders, in an easy-to-manage box, and

include items from your Event Grab and Go, etc. 

Celebration Kit Index

About The Celebration Kit

EVENT CHECKLIST

SIGN-UP LIST

SIGN-UP HERE

SIGN-IN PLEASE

APPOINTMENT SIGN UP

SERVICE FOR DONATION CONFIRMATION

BRAG SHEET

CELEBRATION REPORT CARD

HOST(ESS) DETAILS

LET'S TALK

CELEBRATION BUDGET
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Event Checklist

Goals: Notes:

NEED TO DO: NEED TO HAVE/GET:

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

_____________________________________ _____________________________________

Event: 

Location: 

Time/date: 
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Use this form to keep yourself

organized and on-track.
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 Name Phone Email Town of residence

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     

16     

17     

18     

19     

20     

Sign-up List

Use this form to sign-up participants

for your celebrations (you fill in).
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 Name Phone Email Town of residence

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     

16     

17     

18     

19     

20     

Sign-up  Here

Use this form to sign-up participants for your

celebrations (they fill in).
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 Name Phone Email Town of residence
Would you like to

receive our ...

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

9      

10      

11      

12      

13      

14      

15      

16      

17      

18      

19      

20      

Sign-in please.

Use this form to have your Celebration Guests

sign in, then add to your contact list with the

information provided.
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Appointment Times Name Phone Email

Date Here    

Time 1    

Time 2    

Time 3    

    

Date Here    

Time 1    

Time 2    

Time 3    

    

Date Here    

Time 1    

Time 2    

Time 3    

    

Date Here    

Time 1    

Time 2    

Time 3    

    

Date Here    

Time 1    

Time 2    

Time 3    

    

Date Here    

Time 1    

Time 2    

Time 3    

Appointment Sign-up

Use this form at your celebrations to sign people

up for in-office appointments. Prepare before

your event with appointment times and dates.
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Name of Recipient: ________________________________________________________
                                                                                          
Appointment Service: ______________________________________________________
            
Appointment Time: _______________    Date: _________   Amount Paid Today: _______  

The investment for this service is PRICE HERE and will be donated, in full, to 
CHARITY NAME HERE. 
 
____ Check here if you paid and need us to contact you for appt. time/date 

Notes: _________________________________________________________________

This is Service for Donation offer from PRACTICE NAME HERE for NAME OF SERVICE
HERE valued at REGULAR FEE HERE. Your investment will be donated to CHARITY
NAME HERE. NOTE ABOUT REFUNDS HERE.
 
Reach out with any questions!

PHONE
EMAIL

WEBSITE
FACEBOOK

Disclaimer:
The purpose of your appointment is to explore how PRACTICE NAME HERE can serve you
and your family in reaching your wellness goals. This visit will include SERVICE
INCLUSIONS HERE. It does not include SERVICE EXCLUSIONS HERE. CANCEL
POLICY HERE.

PAPERWORK REQUESTS HERE.

ADD TO DISCLAIMER HERE.
 

Service For Donation Confirmation

Use this form as a receipt of payment for

Service for Donation.
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Please answer the following questions so that we can share your joy for our practice with the
community. Keep in mind that your answers will be copied and pasted, be discrete when necessary. 

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Age: _____________________________________________________________________

Occupation: _______________________________________________________________

How long have you been using our services? _____________________________________

What was the initial reason you started care with us? ______________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Have your initial needs been satisfied? If so, please explain _________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

What would you say to someone who is worried or nervous about starting care with us? 

_________________________________________________________________________

What do you love most about our practice? 

_________________________________________________________________________

Who would you suggest visiting our office and seeking out our care to? 

_________________________________________________________________________

Is there anything else you would like to share? 

_________________________________________________________________________

Do we have your permission to share this testimonial of care, using your name, age, and
occupation as stated above?   _________ Yes  ________No

Brag Sheet

Use this form to collect testimonials from

your practice members.
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Event: _______________________________ Date(s):____________________________                       

BEFORE EVENT

Initial Goals of Celebration:

____New Practice Members         Goal:_________________________________________

____Support PALs                        Goal:_________________________________________

____Raise funds for charity          Goal:_________________________________________

Budget for celebration:  Time: _____________________     $: ______________________

Who will be helping you for this celebration?
________________________________________________________________________

AFTER EVENT

Did you accomplish your goals?
________________________________________________________________________

What will you do differently next time you offer this celebration?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

How much did you end up spending for this celebration? 

Time _______________________      $ ______________________

Notes:

 
 

Celebration Report Card

I will do this event again

I will NOT do this event again

Use this form track your success with each

celebration you participate in.
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Name: __________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________________________                      

Cell:_________________________________ Email:______________________________

This is your:  ______ residence   ______ workplace   ______ other

Are there days/times that you would prefer to host our celebration?  __________________

________________________________________________________________________

What parking is available for our event? ________________________________________

Host(ess) Details

Do you have furry friends who need to be considered for this event? __________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Do you have kids/babies/roommates/family who need to be considered for this event? ____

_________________________________________________________________________

Are there allergies we need to be mindful of for this event? __________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

How can we best thank you for being our Host(ess): 

_______ get my house/office cleaned professionally before event

_______ get my house/office cleaned professionally after event

_______ I would love a professional massage

_______ other ____________________________________________________________

Any other concerns or questions to best plan our time at your space? __________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Use this form to ensure a great experience with your

celebration host(ess).
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Name: ________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________                         

Cell: _____________________________ Email: _______________________________

Would you like to receive our (NEWSLETTER, WEEKLY TEXT THREAD, ETC.)

_______YES         _______ NO

Let's Talk!

Use this form to gather information at

celebrations, from potential clients.
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Are you currently under the care of a PRACTITIONER CRAFT HERE?
_______YES          _______NO

On a scale of 1-10 -- 10 is your BEST HEALTH EVER, 1 is you are falling to pieces -- how
are you doing? Circle your choice.

On a scale of 1-10, -- 10 - you are READY to make a change, 1 - you really couldn't care less
-- what is your current status?   

What is your main health concern? 

_________________________________________________________________________

Please check off all that apply:
     I would like to schedule an appointment at your practice
     I would like to schedule an appointment for someone else at your practice
     I'm not sure, need to learn more

DISCLAIMER HERE.
DISCLAIMER HERE.

 
_________________________________________________________________________

  Name                                                                                                                                                                                 Date

Physically 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Emotionally 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Nutritionally 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Supply / Purchase / Service Cost Total Expense

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Use this form to keep track of your

celebration expense budget.
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Celebration Budget
Event: ___________________    Date: ___________    Budget Goal: __________
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Take note.
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A FULLY DETAILED, JOY-BASED, YEAR-LONG PLAN OF ACTION FOR

YOUR WELLNESS PRACTICE
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The following pages make up an example of a Four-Part Marketing Plan; including many of

the habits and celebrations offered in this book. 

Feel free to give it a go, or just use it as an example to emulate. There's a lot to it, but it's just

about guaranteed that if you follow the outlined course closely, you're going to succeed. Feel

free to make tweaks here and there to fit your practice needs and demands. 

Please see the Joy-Filled Practice Plan Workbook for a detail-pending version of the

Monthly Planner.

Each month the Practice Habits and Foundational Tasks grow in number. In month one,

there are only a couple of habits introduced. In month two, the habits from month one are

repeated, and added to. And on and on it goes. Each month's Weekly Lists build as the year

progresses. 

Monthly PlannerIndex

About Practice Planner

MONTH 1

MONTH 2

MONTH 3

MONTH 4

MONTH 5

MONTH 6

MONTH 7

MONTH 8

MONTH 9

MONTH 10

MONTH 11

MONTH 12
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Take note.

   



Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Three Boxes

Service for Donation Creation

Fact Sheet

Goody Bag and Car Kit planning

Well Planted

8 new clients this month

6 new practice members

Create PALs Program

Habits & Celebrations
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Month One

Action Plan
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Start Three Boxes 

Make a plan for your Goody Bags and Car Kits

PALs Program Creation

Create Fact Sheet

Create Service for Donation 

Well Planted Celebration work

Walk office supply aisles, get some new office supplies, fun holders and containers, etc.

Finish plan for your Goody Bags and Car Kits

Finish Three Boxes

PALs Program Creation Cont.

Finish Fact Sheet

Well Planted Celebration work

Get a new plant for front desk

PALs Program Creation Cont.

Well Planted Celebration work

Finish Service for Donation Creation

Well Planted Celebration work

Look ahead at next month's marketing and prep

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth One
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Perfect Practice Member Creation

Natural Practice Growth Process Study

Orange You Happy?1

Total Member Visits (TMV) up by 5% from last month

Revisit PALs Program - edit, tweak, etc.

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Two

Action Plan
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Perfect Practice Member Creation

Natural Practice Growth Process study

Orange You Happy?! Celebration work

Make sure PALs Play creation from last month is complete

Finish Perfect Practice Member Creation

PALs Play for the month

Orange You Happy?! Celebration work

PALs Play for the month complete

Orange You Happy?! Celebration work

Orange You Happy?! Celebration work

Look ahead at next month’s marketing plans and prep

Weekly List

Regular Monthly (updated)

Pals Play

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Month Two
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Get Social Creation

Core Values Discovery

Create Your Brand

Create Celebration Board

Honey 2 Bee Networking

Review Stats Program, improve where there is room to

Reach out to three PALs - plan get-togethers with them

Month Three

Action Plan
Habits & Celebrations
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Core Values Discovery 

Get Social Creation week 1

Create Celebration Board

Honey 2 Bee Networking Celebration work

PALs Play 

Create Your Brand

Finish Core Values Discovery 

Get Social week 2

Finish Celebration Board

Honey 2 Bee Networking Celebration work 

PALs Play

Finish Creating Your Brand

Honey 2 Bee Networking Celebration work 

PALs Play

Honey 2 Bee Networking Celebration work 

PALs Play

Look ahead at next month’s marketing and prep

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Weekly List

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Month Three
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Three Boxes

Practice Stats

Create Practice Statement

Picture This!

Send a written note to three PALs

Go check out local announcement boards for potential PALs

Add to your PALs List

8 new clients this month

6 new practice members

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Four

Action Plan
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Three Boxes 

Start Practice Statement

Practice Stats Program Creation week 1

Picture This Celebration work

PALs Play

Get Social (1)

Finish Three Boxes 

Finish Practice Statement

Practice Stats Program Creation week 2

Picture This Celebration work 

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats Program Creation week 3

Practice Purpose part 2 

Picture This Celebration work 

PALs Play

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats Program Creation week 4

Picture This Celebration work 

PALs Play

Get Social (4)

Look ahead at next month’s marketing and prep

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Four
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PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

Recall Initiative

Kids' Month

Reach out to three PALs - make a plan to get together

Check out local Facebook groups - look for names that are continuously mentioned, add to PALs list

Total Member Visits (TMV) up by 5% from last month

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Five

Action Plan
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Create Recall Initiative 

Kids’ Month Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Finalize Recall Initiative

Kids’ Month Celebration work

PALs Play

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Kids’ Month Celebration work

PALs Play

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Kids’ Month Celebration work

PALs Play

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Look ahead to next month's marketing - make a plan

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Five
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Funnel Baseball

Wellness Workshop Creation

Send a written note to three PALs

Go check out local announcement boards for potential PALs

Add to your PALs List

Review Stats Program, improve where there is room to

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Six

Action Plan
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Funnel Baseball part 1

Prep Wellness Workshop Celebration

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Funnel Baseball part 2

Prep Wellness Workshop Celebration

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Prep Wellness Workshop Celebration

PALs Play 

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Have Wellness Workshop Celebration

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Look ahead to next month's marketing - make a plan

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Six
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Three Boxes

Effort Tracer

Practice Member of the Month

Envision It!

Reach out to three PALs - make a plan to get together

Check out local Facebook groups - look for names that are continuously mentioned, add to PALs list

8 new clients this month

6 new practice members

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Seven

Action Plan
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Start Three Boxes

Create Effort Tracer

Start Practice Member of the Month 

Envision It! Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Finish Three Boxes

Create Effort Tracer

Complete Practice Member of the Month

Envision It! Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Envision It! Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Finish Effort Tracer

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Envision It! Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Look ahead to next month's marketing - make a plan to implement Effort Tracer and succeed with marketing

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Seven

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Credential Statement

Weekly Wellness Text Thread Creation

Tagline Creation

Friends and Family Day

Send a written note to three PALs

Go check out local announcement boards for potential PALs

Add to your PALs List

Total Member Visits (TMV) up by 5% from last month

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Eight

Action Plan
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Create Credential Statement

Start Weekly Wellness Text Thread Creation

Start Tagline Creation

Friends and Family Day Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Practice Member of the Month (1)

Finish Credential Statement

Weekly Wellness Text Thread cont.

Finish Tagline Creation

Friends and Family Day Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Practice Member of the Month (2)

Weekly Wellness Text Thread cont.

Friends and Family Day Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Practice Member of the Month (3)

Weekly Wellness Text Thread completed

Bring a Friend Day celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Practice Member of the Month (4)

Complete Effort Tracer for the month

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Eight

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative

Effort Tracer

Practice Member of the Month
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Weekly Topics

With Love...

Reach out to three PALs - make a plan to get together

Check out local Facebook groups - look for names that are continuously mentioned, add to PALs list

Review Stats Program, improve where there is room to

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Nine

Action Plan
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Create Weekly Topics

With Love...Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Practice Member of the Month (1)

Weekly Wellness Text

Finish Weekly Topics

With Love...Celebration Work

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Practice Member of the Month (2)

Weekly Wellness Text

Have a Heart Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Practice Member of the Month (3)

Weekly Wellness Text

Have a Heart Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Practice Member of the Month (4)

Weekly Wellness Text

Complete Effort Tracer for the month

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Nine

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative

Effort Tracer

Practice Member of the Month

Weekly Wellness Text
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Three Boxes

Create your Want More

What's in Your Bag, Mama?

Send a written note to three PALs

Go check out local announcement boards for potential PALs

Add to your PALs List

10% increase in Total Client Visits

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Ten

Action Plan
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Start Three Boxes

Create your Want More

What's In Your Bag, Mama? Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Practice Member of the Month (1)

Weekly Wellness Text

Finish Three Boxes

Finish Want More

What's In Your Bag, Mama? Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Practice Member of the Month (2)

Weekly Wellness Text

What's In Your Bag, Mama? Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Practice Member of the Month (3)

Weekly Wellness Text

What's In Your Bag, Mama? Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Practice Member of the Month (4)

Weekly Wellness Text

Effort Tracer for the month

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Ten

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative

Effort Tracer

Practice Member of the Month

Weekly Wellness Text
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Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Create a Press Release for Help the Helpers

Help the Helpers

Reach out to three PALs - make a plan to get together

Check out local Facebook groups - look for names that are continuously mentioned, add to PALs list

Total Member Visits (TMV) up by 5% from last month

Habits & Celebrations
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Month Eleven

Action Plan
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Help the Helpers Celebration work

Create a Press Release for Help the Helpers

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Practice Member of the Month (1)

Weekly Wellness Text

Finish Press Release - share with three friends, get feedback

Help the Helpers Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Practice Member of the Month (2)

Weekly Wellness Text

Send Help the Helpers Press Release to local media

Help the Helpers Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Practice Member of the Month (3)

Weekly Wellness Text

Help the Helpers Celebration work

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Practice Member of the Month (4)

Weekly Wellness Text

Effort Tracer for the month

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative

Effort Tracer

Practice Member of the Month

Weekly Wellness Text

Weekly ListMonth Eleven
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Habits & Celebrations

Foundations/Habits

Practice Celebrations

PALs Progress

Practice Stats Goal

Four-part Marketing Map for next year

Company Talks

Send a written note to three PALs

Go check out local announcement boards for potential PALs

Add to your PALs List

Review Stats Program, improve where there is room to
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Month Twelve

Action Plan
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Create a plan for Company Talks

Start on Four-Part Marketing Map for next year

PALs Play 

Get Social (1)

Practice Stats (1)

Recalls Initiative (1)

Practice Member of the Month (1)

Weekly Wellness Text

Work on plan for Company Talks

Four Part Marketing Map cont.

PALs Play 

Get Social (2)

Practice Stats (2)

Recalls Initiative (2)

Practice Member of the Month (2)

Weekly Wellness Text

Complete Four Part Marketing Map

Finalize plan for Company Talks

PALs Play 

Get Social (3)

Practice Stats (3)

Recalls Initiative (3)

Practice Member of the Month (3)

Weekly Wellness Text

PALs Play 

Get Social (4)

Practice Stats (4)

Recalls Initiative (4)

Practice Member of the Month (4)

Weekly Wellness Text

Effort Tracer for the month

Regular Monthly (updated)

PALs Play

Get Social

Practice Stats

Recalls Initiative

Effort Tracer

Practice Member of the Month

Weekly Wellness Text

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Week 1

Weekly ListMonth Twelve
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Closing

 

Okay, now you have it. 

You have all of my tips, tricks, and hacks to create a practice that you truly enjoy, and that your practice

members enjoy being part of. Ready to put it to use? With every treatment and every handshake and every

celebration and every habit — may it all include joy. All of it.

As I said in the beginning of this book, you could have chosen any book, but you chose this one. 

Not only did you choose it, but you got to this page. Whether you skipped over a big part of the middle of the

book, or you read every single word, you still got to this page — to the end of my book and the end of the

story of how to celebrate and nurture and nourish a practice...how to result in a joy-filled experience for all

involved.

You now have a truly inspired, content-rich, how-to guide to find your people and celebrate them, honor them,

and show them how you are the practice that does things differently. Yours is the practice that goes the

extra mile, and does the extra things, and thinks of the extra touches. 

Put into action all of the pieces that resonate with you, so that you can spread more love and joy to the

people you serve. As a result, the people you serve can spread more love and joy to the people they serve. Use

this book and the ideas it offers as a springboard to jump far and wide. Reach the next person, the next group,

the next community, the next town, the next state — and keep going.

You have absolutely 100% got this. If you get lost, I will be right here waiting (along with thousands of other

wellness practitioners from all over the world) to guide you and share with you and strategize with you. 
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Reach out to us.
It is my true joy to serve wellness practitioners seeking more JOY for their journey. Reach out,

join in, let me show you the Joy-Filled Practice Way.

Free Facebook Community

www.facebook.com/groups/stafflesspractice

Instagram

@stafflesspractice

Website

www.joyfilledpractice.com

Free Training

www.joyfilledpractice.com/free
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Typo Search
For every typo you find, and bring to our attention, we will gift you (as long as we agree it is a

typo). And yes, we thank in style. Good stuff. 

Please send each typo you find to www.joyfilledpractice.com/typos. 
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Take note.

   



Take note.

   



Take note.

   



Take note.

   



Take note.

   



Take note.

   



Take note.
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Take note.

   


